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Highlights of our next issue
Dr Ismail Serageldin, Director of the Library of Alexandria, writes on 
the role of the library of Alexandria about as an educator of civil society and 
also of its role the recent events in Egypt.

Saul Nassé, head of BBC Learning, writes about the “A History of the 
World in 100 objects” radio programme and on BBC Learning’s activities in 
general.

Leena Tornberg, from University of Helsinki, contributes on the “Open 
Museum - Learning Environment for Adults” project.
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presenting cases interesting to researchers. 
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in adult and continuing education, future developments 
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parts of Europe. The style of the text should be clear and 
easy to read and have an anchoring to concrete practice.

Our readers are practitioners, researchers and policy 
makers in adult and continuing education in many 
countries. 
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language but Lifelong Learning in Europe. 
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Exporting Education

International trade in educational services 
is a thriving industry for many countries. 
Others are only now looking into the possi-
bility of entering the export markets. Trade 
in education takes many forms: educational 
exchange programmes, educational system 
design and consultation and teaching tech-
nology export, to mention some examples. 
Transferring expertise is at the core of all 
of these forms of export. 
Educational expertise is a sum of various 
complex factors: cultural values, attitudes 
towards teaching and learning, learning 
philosophies and tacit knowledge. Are these 
kinds of abstract factors transferable? What 
are we exporting when we export educa-
tion: systemic solutions or also a way of 
thinking? What kind of trade policy fosters 
export success? What does it take for a 
country to penetrate the export markets?  
These are some of the questions this issue 
tries to answer. 
The issue’s geographical focus is Finland. 
This focus affords us a useful view of a 
country in the initial stages of commercial-
izing its education expertise. Education 
export is a hot topic in the country as 
Finland hopes to capitalize on its reputa-
tion and turn education into the next big 
export success.  

Henna Virkkunen
ExpOrt	succEss	FOr	EducatIOn	
This contribution from the Finnish Min-
ister of Education and Science, Henna 
Virkkunen, reflects the importance of 
education export in contemporary Fin-
land. Minister Virkkunen describes her 
vision for Finnish education export in her 
article. She declares that Finland’s aim is 
to be one of the leading economies based 
on educational systems in the future. She 
locates the country’s competitive advantage 
in the quality of education and in an ef-
ficient system.

Juhani nieminen
FInnIsh	hIghEr	EducatIOn	–	sEIzE	
thE	EducatIOn	MOMEntuM
Universities of applied sciences, as practi-
cally oriented institutes of education, could 
play a central role as Finnish education 
exporters. In his article, Juhani Nieminen, 
vice president of Lahti University of Ap-
plied Sciences, lays down his theses for 
export success. The momentum gained 
from favourable publicity for Finnish 
education should be grabbed and new 
legislation passed to support exports of 
education and training.

Stephen p. Heyneman
IntErnatIOnaL	tradE	In	
EducatIOn	and	Its	dIscOntEnts:	
thrEat	Or	bEnEFIt?
International trade in education faces criti-
cism from many viewpoints. Some argue 
that education is a public good not to be 
commercialized. Others oppose the concept 
of importation of foreign philosophies and 
ideas about the nature of what is to be 
learned. International educational policy 
expert Stephen P. Heyneman systematically 
addresses these main strands of criticism 
and provides his own responses to them.  

aik Hoe Lim and raymond Saner
tradE	In	EducatIOn	sErVIcEs:	
MarKEt	OppOrtunItIEs	and	rIsKs	
This article expands on some of the 
themes opened by Stephen Heyneman in 
the previous article. Trade in education is 
debated between market liberalizers and 
protectionists and is played out within 
countries and their different stakeholders. 
Education trade specialists Aik Hoe Lim 
from the WTO and Raymond Saner from 
Basel and Paris Sciences Po universities 
describe the educational service market 
in detail, moving on to a candid discus-
sion of market opportunities and risks for 
countries interested in education export. 
Competing interests underlie the interna-
tionalization of education services. The 
authors provide some thoughts on how 
these divergent interests and tensions could 
be managed through building consultative 
groups for trade negotiation.

Hans de Wit
IntErnatIOnaL	studEnts	and	
IMMIgratIOn:	thE	nEthErLands	
casE	In	a	EurOpEan	cOntExt
Student exchange programmes and attract-
ing foreign students to undertake complete 
degrees abroad are core education export 
activities. In this article researcher Hans 
de Wit describes how the Netherlands, a 
popular student destination, has moved to 
a more competitive approach with respect 
to international students and immigration. 
De Wit places student mobility into the 
wider context of the economic crisis and 
immigration politics. Global competition 
for highly skilled manpower has become a 
strong new pull factor in international stu-
dent circulation, and policies are developed 
by the Netherlands and other European 
countries to stay competitive. 

uwe gartenschlaeger and 
Matthias Klingenberg
‘ExpOrtIng’	EducatIOn	FOr	
dEVELOpMEnt	–	a	MutuaL	
LEarnIng	ExErcIsE
The authors of this contribution have 
placed the word export in quotation marks 
for a reason. Their article presents a case 
study of the activities of the German dvv 
international, a major player in adult edu-
cation and development. The organization 
engages in education and training abroad 
where (European) best practices are put 
to use in a foreign context. The authors 
take a critical stance towards a ‘copy and 
paste manner’ of educational best practice 
sharing. Expertise can be jointly developed 
but not exported. The writers argue that 
the basic idea behind export of education 
has its roots in old-fashioned concepts of 
development.

 
LLinE intErViEW

FInLand	banKs	On	adaptabILIty	
In	EducatIOn	ExpOrt

IntErVIEW	WIth	VELI-pEKKa	
nIItaMO,	dIrEctOr	OF	FuturE	
LEarnIng	FInLand

Last spring an education export promotion 
cluster was initiated in Finland, under the 
project name of Future Learning Finland. 
The cluster groups Finnish education ex-
porter hopefuls under a unified brand: Finn-
ish top-quality education. In this interview, 
the cluster’s director Veli-Pekka Niitamo 
discusses the strategy that is supposed to 
make Finland a major player in education 
services trade.

aduLt Education in HungarY

Eva Farkas
LIFELOng	LEarnIng	In	hungary
	–	IrOnIng	Out	sOcIaL	and	
rEgIOnaL	dIFFErEncEs
Hungary took over the EU Presidency in 
January 2011. In this article Eva Farkas 
analyses the status quo of adult education 
in her country. EU accession of the coun-
try has provided unprecedented financial 
resources for the Central-European coun-
try. Despite this the adult education sys-
tem faces many problems, not least with 
participation rates. 

SpEaKErS’ cornEr

This new section offers a forum for per-
sonal viewpoints, discussion openers and 
polemics. 

Jyri Manninen
rarE	ExpOrts
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Although education export has been 
part of the world’s service economies 
for many years, it is only recently Fin-
land has started to seriously explore its 
potential role as an international edu-
cation expert and the provider of edu-
cational services, tools and models in 
and for the global arena. The educa-
tional expertise of Finland has recently 
attracted a lot of international atten-
tion and interest. The strengths of Fin-
land have been identified in its compet-
itive education system and high quality 
education as also evidenced by the 
PISA results. The initiative to explore 
the possibilities of Finnish education 
export in a more systematic manner is 
thus not only resulting from a national 
interest but there is a clear incentive 
stemming from the international com-
munity who is eager to learn and dis-
cover the secrets of high quality educa-
tion resulting in internationally recog-
nized learning outcomes. 

So far, Finland has been struggling 
to respond to the international educa-
tion demands. At present, there are 
very few distinct transportable educa-
tional services or products, or at least, 
these have not been identified. As a 
small nation who is not used to export-
ing or commercializing education, there 
is definitely a lot to do and learn. 

Education economy is an interna-
tionally growing market and it unques-
tionably offers Finland many possibili-
ties. The goal set forth by the Finnish 
Ministry of Education and Culture is 
that Finland will be one of the world’s 
leading economies in high quality edu-

cation and education systems and that 
education services will take a substan-
tially bigger share from the Finnish na-
tional export by the year 2015. If exer-
cised well, education export can enrich 
education programs and competencies 
as well as function as a driving force in 
the internationalization of education.  

In our present issue of LLinE we are 
focusing on the theme of education ex-
port with a special emphasis on the 
case of Finland. We are eager to share 
the early stages of our systematic ef-
forts to open up Finnish educational 
expertise for global service. We hope 
this will also generate a more global 
dialogue on education export, its pos-
sibilities, challenges, best practices and 
future directions. The articles written 
by our international colleagues will en-
rich this more global reflection on edu-
cation export.

One of the core messages of this is-
sue is the importance of local and glob-
al partnerships in the creation of cul-
ture sensitive and future oriented edu-
cational services for export. These part-
nerships need to be interdisciplinary, 
multicultural and open for innovation 
and creativity. The creation of best 
practices for local and global education 
requires collaboration, high level edu-
cational expertise as well as local cul-
tural knowledge. In addition, it re-
quires research and continuous moni-
toring. The lessons learnt need to be 
rapidly translated into educational 
practice. 

At best, education export unites na-
tions and individuals. It creates a 

Education export 

– Making local learning lessons global

shared language of learning and educa-
tion, fostering cultural awareness, col-
lective creation of knowledge and un-
derstanding, wellbeing and prosperity 
for all. 

KrIstIIna	KuMpuLaInEn
Editor-in-chief	of	LLinE
director,	Information	and	evaluation	
services
Finnish	national	board	of	Education
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Web resources for education export

Australia, New Zealand, the United 
States and the United Kingdom have 
long been leaders in international edu-
cation export. Below is a selection of 
web resources from each of the export 
giants, sharing best practices, research 
results and policy briefs regarding trade 
in education.

EducatIOn	nEW	zEaLand

http://www.educationnz.org.nz/home

Education New Zealand is the industry 
body for export education. Some sec-
tions are paid subscription-only but 
others are freely viewable, such as 
‘Strategy’ and ‘Statistics’. Of particular 
interest to policy makers could be New 
Zealand’s export strategy papers and 
policy briefs and statistics from differ-
ent countries on the total number of in-
ternational students. 

pIEr	prOFEssIOnaL	
IntErnatIOnaL	EducatIOn	
rEsOurcEs

http://www.pieronline.org/default.
aspx?id=27

The Australian PIER is a site providing 
a collection of resources relating to in-

ternational education to people work-
ing in international education and ex-
change programmes. The site’s data in-
cludes research reports. Access to the 
resources requires a free registration. 
The opening page provides a daily 
news feed on education themes from 
around the globe. The website also fea-
tures a resource library for education 
providers on different aspects of host-
ing international students (e.g. market-
ing, quality, management, student wel-
fare).

InstItutE	OF	IntErnatIOnaL	
EducatIOn	nEtWOrK

http://www.iienetwork.org/

The IIE is a non-profit facilitator of ed-
ucational exchange. This US institute 
conducts policy research among its oth-
er activities. The website of IIE’s 
knowledge network features full arti-
cles and abstracts on international edu-
cation and a best practices database on 
internalization of education. As the da-
tabase also includes cases from com-
munity colleges, the site could be useful 
to both university and adult education 
administrators. 

guruOnLInE

http://www.guruonline.tv/

GuruOnline is a free British video re-
source featuring interviews from differ-
ent industry experts and business lead-
ers. Under the international trade cat-
egory one can find over a hundred vid-
eo interviews covering topics such as 
‘international communication’, ‘busi-
ness advice regarding the Middle East’ 
and ‘culture in international business’.  

intervention towards burnout 
– Social responsibility at work

prOJEct	bacKgrOund	and	
apprOach

The European Working Conditions 
Survey (EWCS) highlighted that occu-
pational illnesses associated with psy-
chological stress are on the rise 
throughout the EU member states. 

The Leonardo project BOIT – Burn-
out Intervention Training for Managers 
and Team Leaders - addresses a specific 
mental health syndrome: the Burnout. 
In one widely cited and used model of 
Burnout, Maslach and Leiter (1997) 

explain Burnout as a crisis in one’s re-
lationship with work, during which af-
fected persons become chronically ex-
hausted, cynical and detached from 
work, and feel increasingly ineffective 
on the job.  

Although several European projects 
dealing with vocational stress preven-
tion or health promotion exist, none 
follows the BOIT approach: In the 
Burnout Intervention Training manag-
ers and team leaders from different 
professional fields learn to understand 

the Burnout phenomenon with its slow 
and gradual development process as 
well as to detect and intercept it among 
their staff with the help of Burnout in-
tervention strategies.

Information provided by the project 
– which always takes the individual, in-
terpersonal (team) and organisational 
levels into account – enables staff re-
sponsible persons to reduce Burnout 
among their employees. Beside the ben-
efit for affected Burnout persons or 
those at Burnout risk, costs regarding 
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sick leaves, personnel turnover and un-
employment caused by Burnout can be 
reduced. Hence the project has not on-
ly social but also economic conse-
quences. 

The Burnout Intervention Training 
has to ensure high quality and suitabil-
ity for its target group. 

prOJEct	OutcOMEs	&	rEsuLts

The content of the Burnout Interven-
tion Training is based on the results of 
national research projects conducted in 
Austria, Italy, Denmark, Germany, 
United Kingdom and Romania. Fur-
thermore the theoretical abstract deal-
ing with Burnout theories developed by 
the Austrian and Romanian Universi-
ties serves as crucial information. 

The BOIT consists of four face-to-
face workshops with computer based 
self-learning units in between:

Workshop 1: Aim of the BOIT, 
Burnout definitions

Workshop 2: Burnout effects, conse-
quences and signs on individual, in-
terpersonal and organisational lev-
els, addressing Burnout in a staff ap-
praisal

Workshop 3: Concept of prevention 
and intervention, one’s field of re-
sponsibility and influence, TCI 
(Theme Centred Intervention) mod-
el, transfer of knowledge to ones sit-
uation/team/organisation, planning 
of tailor-made intervention (and pre-
vention) strategies

Workshop 4: Reflection of interven-
tion (prevention) strategies, planning 
of next steps.

The BOIT duration is adaptable re-
garding the learners’ needs. Both the 
workshops’ length and the time be-
tween the workshops are flexible: the 
training developers recommend seven 
to eleven weeks in total.

At least 60 managers and team lead-
ers from different organisations make 
use of the BOIT in the project partner 
countries in the piloting phase lasting 
until May 2011. Feedback gathered 
through the ample pilot evaluation will 
lead to the training’s improvement.

A brochure which will be developed 
inter alia on the pilots’ experiences will 
be published and presented at the final 
dissemination conference in late au-
tumn 2011 (Vienna, AT).

Further information on the project, its 
consortium and products can be found in 
this link: www.burnoutintervention.eu.  

r E f E r E N C E S
Maslach, C. & Leiter, M.P. (1997). 
The Truth about Burnout. New York.

dr	ELIsabEth	FranKus
die Berater®,	Vienna,	austria
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The discussion about education export 
has meandered into many directions in 
Finland. Last May the government 
made a principle decision to strengthen 
the Finnish education export industry. 
Reactions to this decision have mainly 
been positive and enthusiastic.

First let me state that education ex-
port is about securing export revenue 
into Finland and adding to the 
country´s common wellbeing. Finland 
has to develop as an exporter of servic-
es: products and services that are based 
on expertise are part of this larger 
whole. 

Education export encompasses a 
very broad set of activities: consulting, 
teaching technology, education pro-
grammes and courses, just to mention a 
few examples. 

It is a great challenge for Finns, as 
relatively small players in international 
comparison, to band together and co-
operate. Another major challenge is 
commercialization and product devel-
opment. The situation now is quite pe-
culiar: usually firms have a good prod-
uct, and marketing efforts focus on 
building a brand. Finnish educational 
know-how has excellent brand value 
globally but in product development 
there is still room for development.

We have started a national educa-
tion export cluster under Finpro, an as-
sociation of companies with interna-
tionalization aims. Already 72 actors 
have signed the contract to join the 
cluster. Different types of companies, 
higher education institutions and edu-
cation providers are involved. The aim 
is, through cooperation and expertise 
sharing, to penetrate the markets and 
create broader structures than would 
be possible for a single enterprise. 

Export success 
for education

hEnna	VIrKKunEn
henna	Virkkunen	is	the	Finnish	Minister	of	
Education	and	science	since	2008.	

Three Finnish ministries are behind this 
cluster: Ministry of Education and Cul-
ture, Ministry for Foreign Affairs and 
Ministry of Employment and the Econ-
omy.

The Finnish export strategy differs 
somewhat from those of the big educa-
tion exporting countries. The core of 
the export activity is not selling higher 
education to fee-paying students, the 
possibility of which would be limited 
due to current Finnish legislation. I feel 
that our strength is precisely in the 
quality of education and in an efficient 
system. We also have interesting play-
ers with competitive advantage in the 
fields of teaching technology and devel-
opment of learning environments.

We have to utilize Finland’s assets in 
education. We have to develop educa-
tion into an export success story for 
our country. Our aim is to be one of 
the leading economies based on the 
quality of education and educational 
systems in the future.
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Juhani Nieminen

Finland is a country that is most dependent 

on exports. New export products are 

needed and services could become such. In 

the service sector, education and training 

could become success stories in the export 

market.

A number of research results praise Finnish 

education and training results. The 

favourable news should be utilized quickly 

and efficiently.

Legislative measures to support exports of 

education and training as well as efficient, 

quick actions and investments to tackle 

potential markets are now needed.

finnish higher education 

– Seize the education 
momentum
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FInLand,	thE	bEst	cOuntry	In	
thE	WOrLd?

Finland has enjoyed an exceptional pe-
riod of international fame and glory. 
One of the latest rewards came last au-
tumn when Newsweek magazine listed 
Finland as ‘the best country in the 
world’. Be she the best country or not, 
several studies have shown that at least 
education and training in Finland are 
well organized and give excellent re-
sults compared to just about any coun-
try in the world. The achievements of 
Finnish education and training are even 
more remarkable when performance is 
compared to expenditure (OECD, 
2008).  

Equal opportunities to all citizens 
from cradle to grave, a decent amount 
of process orientation and a suitable 
mixture of central guidance and inde-
pendence are some of the elements on 
the background of the success of the 
Finnish education and training system. 
The high level of teachers and teacher 
training and a general appreciation of 

learning and skills are important fac-
tors that have contributed to this suc-
cess as well. Education and training, in 
turn, have been most essential contri-
butors to the country’s quick rise from 
a relatively poor, isolated corner of Eu-
rope to one of the rich nations of the 
world.

Even if much of the international in-
terest has been given to primary and 
early age education, also the secondary 
and higher education models in Finland 
have lately been noticed in many parts 
of the world. The international attenti-
on has given Finland exceptionally 
good opportunities to become an ex-
porter of all training and education in 

the footsteps of such pioneers as New 
Zealand, Australia, the USA – and in 
Europe, the UK. 

This article examines some angles of 
exporting Finnish education and trai-
ning. It will concentrate on higher edu-
cation. The emphasis will to a certain 
extent be on universities of applied sci-
ences. As practically oriented institutes 
of education, they could take a key role 
in turning higher education and trai-
ning from a national treasure to an in-
ternational success story. 

The article first gives some reasons 
why getting ahead right now is of im-
portance. Secondly, opportunities and 
challenges are scrutinized using rela-
tively freely the traditional 4P tool (a 
marketing model focusing on product, 
price, place and promotion) from the 
business world. Since its early days, 
many new ‘Ps’ have been added to the 
tool. Here just one more is added: 
people, as they are the most essential 
variable in making things happen. Af-
ter that, some challenges are listed that 
are within and beyond institutes of hig-
her education themselves. Finally, some 
results achieved thus far are given very 
briefly as examples and general conclu-
sions are made.   

rEasOns	tO	MOVE	ahEad

Finnish training and education could 
and should be offered to the internatio-
nal market without unnecessary delay. 
The list below gives some of the rea-
sons why:  

a) The amount of free, international 
marketing support to Finland and 
Finnish education and training has 
been exceptional. It should be ex-
ploited soon. New research results 
will probably find some other nation 
whose achievements gain all the at-
tention. The optimum moment for 
Finland is nigh but it will not neces-
sarily last long.
b) Finland’s dependence on foreign 
trade and exports is remarkable. 
Traditionally exports from Finland 

were raw materials. Then more and 
more sophisticated industrial prod-
ucts compensated for them. Due to 
development and structural changes, 
the lure of traditional industry no 
longer favours Finland, a country 
with relatively expensive production 
costs and a logistically disadvan-
taged position. Services could be-
come the saviour of Finnish exports 
and national economy. Education 
and training are among the quickest 
growing services particularly in 
quickly developing parts of the 
world, such as India and China.
c) In addition to education, related 
services such as consulting, assess-
ment services and building of suita-
ble infrastructure for education and 
training are in high demand and 
should be offered to the world. 
d) Offering knowledge and good 
practices of education and training 
to the world at reasonable prices is a 
deal for the benefit of both the buyer 
and the seller. Therefore, there 
should be no moral obstacles to sell 
education and training in Finland 
where moral issues have always been 
taken seriously.
e) Properly planned training pro-
grammes, in higher vocational edu-
cation in particular, could well in-
clude introducing Finnish industry, 
businesses and service providers 
from the public and private sectors 
to new partners in customer coun-
tries. Thus new business opportuni-
ties could be opened as spin-offs for 
them as well.
f) In teaching, the teacher may learn 
more than his or her students. 
Hence, new international influences, 
challenges and demands are essential 
also for Finnish education and train-
ing to guarantee further develop-
ment and a competitive edge in days 
to come.
Exporting education and training 

serves national and local interests in 
many ways. The benefits to individual 

” 
The optimum 
moment for 
exporting 

education will not 
necessarily last long.
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institutes of education and teachers and 
trainers working in them are obvious. 
In our global village, Finland can both 
contribute and gain if the elements that 
have made Finnish education and trai-
ning a success story are shared with 
partners struggling towards enlighten-
ment in this area.  

prOduct,	prIcE,	pLacE,	
prOMOtIOn	–	and	pEOpLE

Product
As for contents, the quality of Finnish 
study programmes is standardized, 
high-level, acknowledged and appre-
ciated. Both practice and research have 
shown that Finnish higher education 
gives a lot of added value to the stu-
dents. This can be seen as well in ear-
nings as in the form of jobs that are 
available for people with academic 
backgrounds. In general, the more one 
has studied the better his or her earnin-
gs are and the more options there are 
available. Also, unemployment figures 
decrease along with years committed to 
studies and times of redundancy beco-
me shorter (Nieminen, 2007). In additi-
on, education even seems to add years 
to life expectancy. 

Pedagogical philosophy and me-
thods in Finland are modern and con-
tribute to the products remarkably. As 
such, Finnish products in education 
and training should be lucrative for 
most markets. In higher education the 
products may be divided to four basic 
categories:

a) Degree programmes leading to 
Bachelor, Master and Doctoral De-
grees. These are official programmes 
as offered to Finnish students, last-
ing between 3 to 6 or more years.
b) Diploma programmes lasting 
from 1 to 2 years. Programmes such 
as MBAs, eMPAs, PDs and other 
specialized programmes that are not 
official degrees but yet fulfil many of 
their requirements belong in this cat-
egory. Diploma programmes could 

and should be built in such a way 
that they may also be included in of-
ficial Degree programme studies.  
Today this is not always the case.
c) Certificate programmes. These 
may last from a day to several 
months and be specially tailored for 
the clients’ needs. Also these could 
and should be built in such a way 
that the studies can be accepted as 
parts of official Degree or Diploma 
programmes.
d) Other sales products such as con-
sulting, assessment services, building 
of infra etc. The possibilities in this 
category equal the creativity of the 
service providers. The sky is the limit. 
Product development to suit indivi-

dual markets’ demand will be needed. 
This is particularly true with regard to 
the longest lasting Degree programmes. 
This category also suffers most from 
the fact that Finnish higher education is 
known to be free of charge in many po-
tential customer countries. Changing 
this conception may take a lot of time 
and effort.

Products of the other three catego-
ries may be easier to sell. Diploma Pro-
grammes such as MBAs, e.g. may, ho-
wever, suffer from the fact that their 
duration is long and in this category 
competition is tough. In many coun-
tries MBAs and equivalents may also 
be official Master’s exams, i.e. Degree 
Programmes. As this is the case, Fin-
nish products may have credibility pro-
blems. Value can be added to Diploma 
Programmes by including practical ele-
ments into the programmes, such as 
training periods leading to genuine 
business relations with potential part-
ner companies in Finland.

Certificate Programmes of all sorts 
can also exploit the practical added va-
lue element. They may also be agreed 
to be suitable to minors or even majors 
in partner universities’ Bachelor and 
Master programmes. Tailoring and cu-
stomer orientation are some key words 
in this category as well as in the catego-

ry of other sales products. The services 
offered in this last category may inclu-
de anything from assisting in building a 
simple short term programme to plan-
ning the whole system of education and 
training for an individual country. 
Long-term consulting cooperation 
could be a very lucrative product for 
clients in many countries as well as for 
Finnish partners.

Building a suitable assortment of 
products in all categories is a deman-
ding job especially as they must be of-
fered in English or some other interna-
tional language. At the moment Finnish 
institutions of higher education are just 
taking the first steps in this area. Chal-
lenges will be many as dwindling re-
sources will have many other uses and 
it takes time to gain a reasonable re-
turn to investment in exports. There-
fore, long-term planning and financing 
would be essential for product develop-
ment and testing.

In a small country like Finland sha-
ring of information and also of work-
load may become essential in product 
development. Even if institutions of 
higher education are competitors to a 
certain extent, close cooperation may 
become necessary as development and 
testing of new products on a large scale 
demands such investments that few can 
afford alone.

Price 

In Finland the price level of all pro-
ducts is relatively high. Also in educati-
on the cost per unit to be delivered is 
quite high. Especially the Degree Pro-
grammes may be too expensive for the 
clients if offered the traditional way. 
Also, in other categories penetrating 
the market may demand a totally new 
pricing and production philosophy in 
order to be successful. Moving teaching 
and learning from Finland to the cli-
ents’ premises may help save in produc-
tion costs and thus allow flexibility to 
pricing. 
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Training foreign teachers to do parts 
of the job in target countries under the 
guidance of solely Finnish specialists 
may become an option. In the long run, 
a price level that is tolerable for the cli-
ents and yet gives a sufficient compen-
sation for the Finnish service provider 
must be achieved in one way or the 
other. 

Naturally we need to scrutinize how 
things are done at the Finnish end. In 
industry, moving from the domestic 
market to a foreign one was an eye-
opening experience in many areas, pri-
cing the products included. This same 
path may well be ahead of institutes of 
education and training as well (Niemi-
nen, 2000).

Thus far Finnish universities have 
been relatively well funded by the go-
vernment. Therefore, the cost efficiency 
in producing education and training is 

not as optimal as it could be. In the ex-
port market new ways to produce lear-
ning may be in order as the products will 
have to be offered at competitive prices, 
yet not compromising the quality. 

In pricing of educational products 
the rather regulated system in Finland, 
as good as it is in many ways, may be-
come a kind of an obstacle. Close co-
operation between universities, tea-
chers’ unions and political decision ma-
kers will be essential to achieve more 
flexibility to the terms we have at the 
moment.

Place
Finland is a remote and relatively ex-
pensive place for foreign students to 
stay for long times. It may be easier 
and economically more beneficial to 
move teachers from Finland to the stu-
dents’ countries than students from ab-

road to Finland. Combinations of stu-
dy periods in Finland and the students’ 
home countries supported with virtual 
teaching methods may be one alternati-
ve to build programmes that sell. Peri-
ods in Finland may be essential for 
marketing reasons even if they may add 
to the cost.

Visa regulations with many potential 
client countries are an area where a lot 
of work is needed. There are conside-
rable problems in offering programmes 
that would demand longish or in some 
cases even short periods in Finland as 

” 
It will be a 
challenge for 
Finnish higher 

education personnel 
to become sales 
people. 
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Universities of applied science are among the most interested in education export and may play a key 
role in the future of the export sector. Pictured is the campus of Lahti University of Applied Sciences, 
with the Lahti ski jumping complex visible in the background. 
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students coming from e.g. Asian coun-
tries, cannot necessarily get visas to 
Finland. In order to overcome the pro-
blems affecting ‘place’, clear rules are 
needed.

Promotion  
Promotion of Finnish education will 
have to include the traditional four 
tools: selling, advertising, sales promo-
tion and public relations. Educational 
institutes of Finland have been relative-
ly active in all other fields but for the 
most essential, selling. We already par-
ticipate at fairs like any proper sales 
promoter from other walks of life. Our 
personnel also visit partner universities 
and other potential clients’ premises in 
PR purposes. We even have produced 
sometimes quite spectacular internatio-
nal advertising material such as 
brochures, magazines etc. In fact, we 
have done all that for years. But we ha-
ve not sold our products. To find sales 
people who can turn our products to 
money in a customer oriented way, 
changing at the same time the attitudes 
at our Finnish institutions, will be a re-
al challenge. 

At the end of the day, it all comes 
down to people: do we have people in 
Finland who really can bring about the 
necessary change in organizations that 
have learned to live in an environment 
largely untouched by commercial reali-
ties? The five Ps are marketing tools 
that need to be honed to fit the existing 
demand, not what we would like or as-
sume them to be. Turning the relatively 
production-oriented approach prevai-
ling at Finnish universities into a more 
customer-oriented one is a key issue if 
success is seriously wanted. 

Due to governmental funding, Fin-
nish universities have no tradition of 
customer and market orientation. It 
will be a real challenge for the Finnish 
higher education personnel who travel 
and visit their potential customers to 
learn to become sales people of their 
products. After selling to the primary 

customers, they will also need to learn 
how to get the ‘production depart-
ments’ at home to deliver as is deman-
ded. For the time being, there simply is 
very little knowledge and practical 
skills in these areas. New learning at 
Finnish universities will thus become 
quite as essential as it did at companies 
tackling the export markets.  

sOME	gEnEraL	chaLLEngEs	and	
ObstacLEs	tO	OVErcOME

A huge challenge for Finns will be lear-
ning to understand that what has been 
done thus far, as nice as it has been, 
will not be enough in days to come. 
The input/output relations of interna-
tional operations show no such deve-
lopment as could be expected. Compa-
red to the investments, the results 
achieved leave a lot to desire.  A lot of 
resources have been relatively random-
ly invested to travels of personnel, to 
receiving and entertaining foreign visi-
tors who come to Finland, and other 
such efforts. Thus far operations of this 
nature have not taken us very far. 
Perhaps the biggest problem is that just 
about all international activities have 
been financed by Finnish tax payers. 
Genuine business transactions which 
should be the target of most (if not all) 
international activities have been mis-
sing more or less completely. A better 
return of investment will become neces-
sary also as far as economics of educa-
tion and training of foreign clients is 
concerned. 

At the Finnish Ministry of Education 
and Culture attention has been paid to 
this matter. The Ministry has named in-
ternationalization – understood much 
broadly than so far– as one of the most 
important targets of higher education 
in Finland. For the Ministry, offering 
suitable support and guidance to the 
universities will be a real challenge, alt-
hough a necessary one. 

Networking with dozens or even se-
veral hundreds of partner universities 
from all over the world has been typi-

cal of Finnish universities’ foreign ope-
rations. The efforts thus far have con-
centrated on change of faculty, partici-
pation in international conferences, 
change of students and creating general 
goodwill by visiting partners, mostly 
on a relatively random – and expensive 
– basis. It needs to be added that all 
that has been paid by Finnish, or in the 
best cases, EU Tax payers. This ‘shot-
gun strategy’ has given Finns a lot of 
surface level knowledge from just 
about every corner of the world. It 
needs to be questioned, at what price 
and to which use?

As our resources are small and may 
be diminishing, business world tools, 
such as ABC-analysis and 80/20-rule 
may become handy even in all our ef-
forts of making Finnish higher educati-
on more international. The ABC-analy-
sis is a method of dividing clients (or 
any other objects that are examined) to 
different categories. The A-class custo-
mers are those who are most important 
for us in terms of turnover, profit mar-
gin or any other chosen reason. B-, C- 
and possible further classes are less im-
portant and should also be given less of 
our valuable time – or to be developed 
to class A-level if there is a possibility 
to this. The 80/20-means that approxi-
mately 20 per cent (or even less) of all 
customers bring in 80 per cent of tur-
nover. Naturally, these clients are the 
only really important ones and thus 
those that we should appreciate and 
take good care of. The problem is that 
often the B and especially C class cu-
stomers steal our time: they demand 
less, so working with them is nice and 
comfortable. The analysis toolkit may 
be especially valuable if selling educati-
on is seriously attempted. Concentra-
ting on a smaller number of really good 
partners, representing the A class, may 
become essential. At the end of the day, 
the A partners will be the customers 
that give us 80% (or more) of our tur-
nover even if they may only represent 
20% (or less) of all our partners. 
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All higher education for Finns as 
well as to foreigners is provided by in-
stitutes that get most of their funding 
directly or indirectly from the govern-
ment. Due to the above the government 
also controls the number of students, 
quality of teaching, results and other 
such matters pretty closely. Equal op-
portunities to study for everyman have 
been created by providing ‘charge free’ 
education up to doctoral level. This ap-
proach has guaranteed a standardized 
quality to teaching and exams. It has 
also secured a relatively impartial and 
fair distribution of resources to all cor-
ners of the country. 

As good as the free of charge ap-
proach is, it has its downside as well. 
There are ‘no free lunches’ – it is the 
Finnish tax payer who offers this treat. 
Relatively secure funding has made re-
presentatives of higher education also 
content with life as it is. Personnel in 
institutes of higher education have to a 
large extent become like sailors who 
have learned to totally rely on auto pi-
loting. Taking the rudder into their 
own hands in the unsafe waters of the 
commercial world will not be easy for 
them.  

The totally ‘free’ opportunity to stu-
dy has also been widely advertised and 
has lead to a situation where in many 
countries this property is often just 
about the only thing the potential stu-
dents know of Finland and Finnish 
education. Therefore, selling higher 
education to new markets will not be 
easy even if the products are good and 
wanted and even if Finns would learn 
to become really good sales people.  

Finland has a standardized system 
that has led to good, standardized qua-
lity of all higher education. This has, 
however, also led to few really outstan-
ding results that could tempt foreign 
students wanting a degree from a top 
university at high cost. Therefore, Fin-
land may need to concentrate on stu-
dents aiming at good learning without 
any extra glamour. This means that the 

potential clients are price conscious 
and that competition will be tough. 

A complicated and slow decision 
making process at Finnish universities 
will be a problem that may be hard to 
solve. Hierarchical organizations and 
strict rules restrain creative solutions 
that will be necessary in sales discus-
sions with potential customers. The age 
structure – both physical and especially 
mental age – of decision makers at uni-
versities does not particularly support 
willingness to quick movements. A will 
to keep things as they are is often do-
minant. 

All the above and several other chal-
lenges can be seen, however, also as op-
portunities. Finns have shown to be 
rather good at solving problems when 
need be. As many of the above challen-
ges are universities’ internal matters, 
there will be a way if there is a will.

There are, however, some problems 
that demand attention and actions 
from sources beyond the universities 
themselves. Finnish legislation regula-
ting exports of education and training 
is still complicated and leaves room for 
interpretation, despite some efforts to 
make it more supportive to actions. Re-
stricting sales of education to groups 
sent by certain kinds of buying organi-
zations only, instead of individuals, 
makes selling Degree Programmes very 
difficult, indeed. And this is not the on-
ly problem in our current legislation. It 
is of utmost importance that all obsta-
cles restricting sales of education and 
training are quickly removed.  

The Ministry of Education and Cul-
ture could ease the road of universities 
of applied sciences, e.g. by stopping 
using the old name ‘polytechnics’ in 
their communication. There should be 
no need for downgrading this ‘second 
pillar’ of higher education with old ter-
minology as it causes confusion in our 
potential partner countries such as In-
dia and China.

Funding planning, production and 
testing of new programmes demand 

new resources as does marketing them 
and other new international efforts. 
The benefits – if they are to come – are 
national. Therefore, also national sup-
port should be given to organizations 
wanting to pioneer in this demanding 
area. As tackling new markets demands 
several years in order to become pro-
ductive, the funding should be gua-
ranteed for reasonable periods of time.  

FInaLLy...

Despite the long and probably rocky 
road to success, Finnish higher educati-
on has a lot to offer to the world. Our 
pedagogical approaches are at best re-
volutionary for many other nations. In 
many countries behaviourism is still ru-
ling. Questioning the professors’ ‘right 
answers’ is out of the question. Ap-
proaches are often limited to strictly 
theoretical matters. 

In Finland, students and teachers to-
gether search for new solutions to ge-
nuine problems, often in genuine envi-
ronments, find and compare different 
alternatives and discuss and debate the 
pros and cons of solutions. Thanks to 
good cooperation between universities 
(of applied sciences in particular) and 
companies and organizations in their 
vicinity, students often get the chance 
to practice in real environments and 
tackle real work tasks as parts of their 
studies (Mäntylä, 2007). The good co-
operation also opens such laboratories 
and other learning environments to stu-
dents that in other countries, despite 
huge investments, are unattainable. 
The pragmatic approach to learning at 
the universities of applied sciences in 
Finland is a lucrative choice for foreign 
students. Added value is offered by the 
fact that the Finnish system at best re-
ally takes students into account as in-
dependent individuals and young pro-
fessionals who have a lot to deliver in 
addition to just receiving.   

Even if we are just taking the first 
steps in changing Finnish education in-
to a valuable export product, some 
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promising examples of success have be-
en achieved. Haaga-Helia University of 
Applied Sciences has, along with Jyväs-
kylä University, taken the first steps in 
Saudi-Arabia and the Gulf area as well 
as in South Korea. They have concen-
trated on training the decision makers 
in these countries and made introduc-
tory programmes of the Finnish system 
for them. Lahti University of Applied 
Sciences has sold and delivered Certi-
ficate level programmes to India. The 
contents fit into the partner university’s 
Degree Programmes. These program-
mes have thus far been offered in engi-
neering and business sciences. They gi-
ve to the Indian programmes a Finnish 
touch and a lot of added value. 

Many other efforts have been made 
by Haaga-Helia, Lahti and other uni-
versities of applied sciences in a num-
ber of countries. More is to come and 
even if many efforts fail, some will suc-
ceed. With successes, new understan-
ding and learning is created. That will 
lead to a better success rate and better 
results in the long run. 

For Finns the world is open. There 
are opportunities on all continents. In 
many ways Asia is at the moment a lu-
crative market as China and India espe-
cially are taking their role in the world 
at a speed that amazes many (Das, 
2007). The growth in both of these gi-
ant countries has been considerable 
even during global recession and their 
will to and demand of new learning is 
immense and steadily growing. For Fin-
nish universities some areas in China 
and India alone could offer practically 
endless opportunities. The new hori-
zons for Finnish higher education are 
lucrative. The decision is largely ours 
to make: do we wish to utilize this ex-
ceptionally good moment we have right 
now?
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international trade 
in education and its 
discontents: 

Threat or benefit?

Stephen P.  Heyneman

The idea of trade in education faces 

criticism from many valid viewpoints. Some 

argue that education is a public good not to 

be commercialized. Others oppose the 

concept of importation of foreign 

philosophies and ideas about the nature of 

what is to be learned. In this piece, 

international educational policy expert 

Stephen P. Heyneman systematically 

addresses these main strands of criticism 

and provides his own responses to them.
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A vibrant economy requires trade. 
Trade requires the export of goods 
and services which others need and 
the importation of goods and servic-
es which others have at a cheaper 
price and higher quality. But the na-
ture of trade is not stagnant; coun-
tries which import particular goods 
and services today may be an ex-
porter tomorrow. The general con-
clusion would be that lowering of 
barriers to trade is beneficial to all 
sides. However the history of this 
principle is littered with regulatory 
exception. At one time India prohib-
ited the importation of foreign auto-
mobiles; Brazil prohibited foreign-
made computers. These restrictions 
were rationalized on grounds that 
the domestic products were essential 
to the local culture, that they were 
essential to maintain the integrity of 
the local economy, that they provid-
ed much-needed employment and 
that they were in the national inter-
est. Today, Brazil and India allow 
the importation of computers and 
automobiles. Both now manufacture 
these products domestically. Moreo-
ver because of the willingness to 
lower import barriers India and Bra-
zil now export products and services 
to many new partners. In general the 
lesson has been consistent with the 
theory that trade would be beneficial 
to all parties.

Today arguments for restricting 
trade are made with respect to the im-
port and export of educational goods 
and services. Are these arguments com-
pelling? Should education be an excep-
tion to the lessons of trade learned 
from other sectors? Is the trade in edu-
cation services a legitimate subject for 
the World Trade Organization (WTO), 
the international body which helps 
govern the rules and regulations per-
taining to international trade?

dEFEndIng	thE	pubLIc	gOOd

Those who oppose international trade 
in education argue that education is a 
public good. Were a country to open 
up its higher education sector to inter-
national providers for instance, they 
say it would threaten the public interest 
in several respects. It would include the 
importation of foreign philosophies 
and ideas about the nature of what is 
to be learned. This threatens the right 
of nations to raise citizens in their own 
cultures and with their own identities. 
It would include the use of fees and 
hence by being available largely to the 
wealthy, it would threaten the equality 
of educational opportunity. It would 
distort education by being delivered on 
the basis of commercial principles. It 
would emphasize subjects which gener-
ate economic returns to the detriment 
of subjects needed for social cohesion –
history, languages, arts and humanities. 
It would emphasize research based on 
commercial principles (‘knowledge cap-
italism’) rather than those of academic 
curiosity and the search for truth. If 
traded internationally education would 
cease to serve the interests of the nation 
and the wider community. Were trade 
in education to be allowed, it would 
lower the will of public authorities to 
fund education, hence putting public 
education at risk. And it would threat-
en the social contract across genera-
tions, the promise of free education for 
all (Tilak, 2004, 2005). 

crItIcs	OMIt	sEctOr	
cOMpLExItIEs	

Those who favor considering education 
(or some sub-sectors) as a legitimate 
topic for trade reduction make the fol-
lowing points.  They say the education 
sector is not simple. It contains prod-
ucts (books, software, curricular pack-
ages, laboratory equipment), services 
(testing, test preparation, management 

consulting), and programs (degrees and 
certificates of completion). Most objec-
tions to the education trade apply only 
to the latter category. Education trade 
may span pre-school, primary, second-
ary, tertiary and adult education. It in-
cludes corporate training, vocational 
training, and distributive education 
(from Microsoft etc.). Most objections 
to education trade apply only to prima-
ry, secondary or higher education. Edu-
cation trade includes non-profit as well 
as for-profit organizations (many objec-
tions do not distinguish between the 
two) and it includes minor children 
subject to mandatory education as well 
as adults who make their own deci-
sions and finance their own programs 
(Heyneman, 2001). If arguments over 
education trade were subjected to the 
characteristics of each category, pre-
ferred public policy might differ by 
sub-sector. For instance, concerns over 
‘privatization’ may be more relevant to 
primary schooling than to the trade in 
equipment destined for school chemis-
try laboratories, yet both are consid-
ered ‘education’. 

As a public good, education is 
mixed. In some cases (my ballet les-
sons?) it is a purely private benefit. In 
some cases (business school and corpo-
rate training), it is both. And in some 

” 
Without 
tuition fees, 
low income 

taxpayers pay for 
the education of the 
wealthy.

” 
Privatization 
concerns 
may be more 

relevant to primary 
schooling.
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cases (public literacy and following 
public consensus that more historians 
are needed) it may be a pure public 
good. The definition of public good is 
sometimes treated simplistically. Na-
tional parks and museums are public 
goods, but entry fees are charged be-
cause public goods are not free of pri-
vate cost. Public interest is parallel to a 
public good. It is in the public interest 
to have high quality higher education, 
but to achieve it may require importa-
tion just as computers were in Brazil 
and automobiles in India. In essence, to 
achieve a viable public good, importa-
tion may be a necessity (Agarwal, 
2006a; 2006b; 2009). Trade in educa-
tion may be a necessity for human 
rights (Heyneman, 2007). A fee-paying 
adult in Greece may wish to take a 
course from the British Open Universi-
ty. To deny that citizen the right of ac-
cess to the program of choice, in a de-
mocracy, is unacceptable. 

Critics suggest that trade in educa-
tion can lead to commercialization and 
the distortion of scientific investigation. 

They argue that faculty salaries, influ-
enced by a school or department’s in-
come- generating capacity, will tilt the 
acquisition of faculty in favor of char-
acteristics independent of scholarship. 
But the opposite may be true. The 
quality of teaching depends on a uni-
versity’s ability to compete for research 
resources. If financed on an open basis 
in which universities compete, research 
helps insure that universities and facul-
ty will be at the center of innovation, a 
position of strength passed to students. 
Moreover, if faculty salaries are set in-
dependent from demand and produc-
tivity, it leads to university stagnation 
and irrelevance (Heyneman, 2007).

tuItIOn	FEEs	suppOrtIng	sOcIaL	
EquIty

Critics of education trade argue that 
tuition and other fees will lead to ineq-
uity of access. But without tuitions, 
low income taxpayers pay for the op-
portunity of wealthy children to attend. 
University systems without high por-
tions of their income from non-state 

sources have lower access for the poor 
and tend to concentrate the poor in 
low status institutions. Quite contrary 
to the popular image, tuitions can sup-
port social equity (Yossi, Arun & 
Gamaron, 2007). Part of the public’s 
misunderstanding has to do with the 
inexperience of how world class uni-
versity incomes are managed.  They are 
not managed like railroads. Top admin-
istrators plan the cross-subsidization of 
important low income generating func-
tions by high income-generating func-
tions. Egyptology and classics thrive at 
the University of Chicago because in-
come is re-purposed from the business 
school. In response, the business school 
prides itself in being part of a greater 
university, a prestige it could not easily 
achieve on its own (Padilla, 2005). Fi-
nally, tuitions themselves can be used 
to cross-subsidize. Of the incoming 
class at a world class university families 
of only one student in three pay the full 
amount. The other two are subsidized 
by the high tuitions of the one third. In 
essence tuitions can be used to generate 
income from the rich to support the 
poor. This is often not mentioned by 
those who protest against the trade in 
education. 

tradE	barrIErs	LOWErIng	
dEspItE	crItIcIsM

Opponents argue that education trade 
would place local culture at risk and 
import English, other dominant lan-
guages and philosophies antithetical to 
local preference. Proponents of interna-
tional trade point out that no country 
in the WTO has proposed that curricu-
lum for minor children should not re-
main within the prerogative of govern-
ment (Payne, 2008). However, where 
adults are concerned the choice of in-
struction language and topic of study is 
their natural right. Opponents argue 
that education trade would weaken 

Pro and contra. Both critics and champions of international 
trade in education need to appreciate the complexity of the 
sector.
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public willingness to fund education. 
Proponents counter with the argument 
that international trade would strength-
en the public commitment to fund edu-
cation because the rise in quality would 
strengthen public confidence. Without 
education quality public confidence is 
low; with rising quality public confi-
dence is likely to rise as well. Critics of 
education trade argue that the WTO 
poses a threat to national sovereignty - 
that the organization forces changes on 
the unwilling and weak. Proponents 
point out that the ‘commitments’ made 
at the WTO are simply commitments 
to discuss an issue, not a commitment 
to a reduction in specific barriers 
(Payne, 2008). Opponents suggest that 
education should not be treated as just 
another sector, but because of its sensi-
tivity it should be excluded from trade 
discussions. However compelling these 
arguments may be to some, trade min-
isters do not seem to have taken notice. 
Countries which commit themselves to 
discuss reductions in barriers to educa-
tion trade tend to be the same countries 
willing to lower trade barriers in other 
parts of the economy (Payne, 2008).

In sum, any country hoping to rap-
idly and perhaps radically improve its 
education system, and many of its sub-
sectors, should consider importing 
products, services and perhaps pro-
grams. And any country which has 
found a means of efficiently providing 
high quality education at affordable 
prices should consider exporting its 
methods and content to parts of the 
world where it is scarce and in need. 
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Trade in  
education services: 

Market opportunities and 
risks1

Aik Hoe Lim and Raymond Saner

This article expands on the themes opened by 

Stephen Heyneman in the previous article. The 

internationalization of education services is a 

politically contested subject.  Trade in education is 

debated between market liberalizers and 

protectionists and is played out within countries and 

their different stakeholders, for example between 

government ministries (e.g. ministry of trade versus 

ministry of education) and between government and 

the private sector (privately owned schools versus 

publically run schools). A balance needs to be struck 

between consumer protection and the rights of 

governments to pursue high quality education 

without falling into the trap of closing market access 

to foreign education service providers.
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IntrOductIOn

The educational market has grown in 
size with more exporters entering the 
field to satisfy growing demand world-
wide. The education sector today truly 
operates in a global context with insti-
tutions, programmes and people sup-
plying services across borders at an un-
precedented scale.   

This article will describe the educa-
tional service market, the key actors in 
this field be they importers or exporters 
and discuss the market opportunities 
and risks for countries interested in 
taking an active role and share of this 
growing market. The article is organ-
ised into three main parts. The firstarts. The first 
part provides some general observa-
tions on the sector’s economic and de-
velopmental importance and discusses 
the important structural changes that 
have taken place in the market for edu-
cation services globally. Following from 
this, the second part reviews the key 
trends in the internationalization of ed-
ucation services from a trade perspec-
tive, the factors behind the growth and 
the role played by international trade 
agreements. The third part examines 
the main barriers to trade in education 
services as well as the competing inter-
ests and tensions that underlie the in-
ternationalization of education services. 
Some thoughts are also provided on 
how these divergent interests and ten-
sions could be managed through build-
ing consultative groups for trade nego-
tiation. Finally, some concluding 
thoughts are provided on the implica-
tions arising from the internationaliza-
tion of education services. 

I.		EcOnOMIc	and	
dEVELOpMEntaL IMpOrtancE	IMpOrtancEIMpOrtancE

Education is widely considered as a key 
factor in promoting economic growth 
and involves the use of significant re-
sources. In APEC economies, for in-
stance, total spending on education is 
at least US$1,600 billion annually or 
6.7 per cent of GDP (Centre for Int. 
Economics, 2008, p.8). Economic stud-
ies have shown that the impact of edu-

cation on growth varies according to 
an economy’s level of development 
(Vincent-Lancrin, 2007, pp.62–63).  
Higher education has been shown to 
have an important impact on all econo-
mies, with primary and secondary edu-
cation contributing the most to growth 
in low income economies (ibid.). 

Economic benefits flow not only to 
the individual but also to society 
(OECD, 2009). For OECD members, 
the net public return from an invest-
ment in tertiary education exceeds 
US$50,000 on average for each student 
(ibid.).  In addition to economic effects, 
education has been shown to bring 
widespread societal benefits such as 
lower crime, better governance, better 
health and interpersonal trust (World 
Bank, 2003; OECD, 2009). Taking into 
account both public and private ex-
penditure, OECD economies spent in 
2009 on average 6.1 per cent of their 
collective GDP on education (OECD, 
2009, p.215). In developing countries, 
public expenditure on education has 
consistently been within the range of 
4.5 to 5 per cent over the period from 
2001 to 2008 (OECD). 2 

The share of private expenditure in 
education is sizeable.  In all OECD 
members, for which comparable data is 
available, private funding on educa-
tional institutions represents around 15 
per cent of all expenditure (OECD, 
2009, p.226).3 In Australia, Canada 
and the United Kingdom, as well as in 
Israel, private funds are reported to 
constitute around 25 per cent of all ed-
ucational expenditure.  The proportion 
exceeds 30 per cent in Japan, Korea 
and the United States and Chile (ibid.). 
In Australia, Canada, Japan, the United 
States and Israel private funding for 
higher education reaches above 40 per 
cent, and above 75 per cent in Korea 
and Chile.  In Australia and New Zea-
land, the high proportion of private ex-
penditure is reportedly accounted for 
by the large number of international 
students enrolled on university pro-
grammes. 

In more than one-half of developing 
countries, private spending accounts 

for more than 10 per cent of total edu-
cation expenditure, with important 
variations.4 For instance, the share rises 
to one-third, or more, in Chile, Colom-
bia and Indonesia (UNESCO). In gen-
eral, most private spending goes to-
wards private institutions, although a 
proportion is also spent on public 
schools (UNESCO, 2007, p.44). Pri-
vate returns from education are high 
for both developed and developing 
countries, which is why individuals 
have an incentive to invest in educa-
tion. In developing countries, the wage 
differential between a secondary school 
leaver and a university graduate has 
been estimated at about 200 per cent 
(OECD, 2009, p.63). Education is also 
generally a good insurance against un-
employment, particularly in the context 
of economic downturns (ibid., p.120). 
The growing size of private expendi-
ture has important implications for the 
structure of the education market and 
its increasingly international nature.  

II.		structuraL	changEs	In	thE	
EducatIOn	MarKEt

In recent decades, significant change 
has taken place in the structure, gov-
ernance and financing of public sector 
institutions, especially with respect to 
higher education (The Task Force on 
Higher Education and Society, 2000,
p. 30).

At the same time, demand for educa-
tion has grown. In that context, private 
education has taken a more prominent 
role, with growing numbers of for-prof-
it institutions, as well as private philan-
thropic institutions, in the education 
sector.5 That being said, in most econo-
mies, education at the primary and sec-
ondary levels is still predominantly 
publicly provided. In the OECD area, 
for instance, on average 91 per cent of 
primary and 85 per cent of secondary 
school students are enrolled with pub-
lic institutions. Similarly high percent-
ages can also be observed in developing 
countries. Given its importance for hu-
man and social development, govern-
ments throughout the world tend to 
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consider instruction up to a certain lev-
el – commonly primary and secondary 
education – as a basic entitlement. It is 
thus normally provided free of charge, 
or with a nominal fee, by public au-
thorities and, in most economies, par-
ticipation is mandatory.   

The situation changes, however, 
with respect to higher education. Al-
though students enrolled at publicly 
funded institutions still outnumber 
those in private institutions, over the 
last decade, private providers have 
made significant inroads at both the 
national and international level. Today, 
private institutions globally account for 
some 30 per cent of all students in 
higher education (Altbach et.al, 2009, 
pp. xi-xiii). In some regions of the 
world, private higher education institu-
tions are part of a fast growing interna-
tional education market. The private 
sector represents slightly more than 10 
per cent of total tertiary enrolments in 
Spain and France and about 30 per 
cent in Poland, the US and Mexico 
(Vincent-Lancrin, 2009b, p. 261). In 
Asian economies, such as Japan, Korea, 
Indonesia and the Philippines, over 75 
per cent of enrolments are with private 
education providers, while in Mexico, 
Brazil, South Africa and Chile it is 
about 50 per cent (Altbach et.al). One 
of the most remarkable developments 
in the African continent’s higher educa-
tion system is the mushrooming of pri-
vate colleges. However, the demand for 
access is still far from being fulfilled, 
with a total enrolment of rate of about 
5 per cent of eligible school leavers in 
higher education (ibid.).

 A related trend has been the in-
creasing involvement of public univer-
sities in revenue generating activities.6   
While higher education in the OECD 
area continues to be heavily subsidised 
for domestic students, universities are 
increasingly expected to generate new 
sources of revenue. The generation of 
funds from private sources has given 
rise to a new generation of goverment-
dependent private institutions, as dis-
tinct from the traditional model of a 
fully government-dependent institu-
tion.7 One consequence of this trend 
has been greater competition for more 

ed with the advent of the internet, as 
well through the use of franchise/twin-
ning arrangements between a foreign 
provider and local institution.9 Mode 3 
(commercial presence) describes the sit-
uation where the service supplier estab-
lishes commercial presence in the terri-
tory in which it supplies services. The 
establishment of foreign campuses, for 
instance, would fall under mode 3.  
Mode 4 (movement of natural persons) 
reflects the situation where a natural 
person supplies services in a foreign 
territory. Situations falling under mode 
4 would include the movement of 
teaching staff either as the direct sup-
plier of the service or as employees of a 
foreign institution established in that 
territory. 

Table 1 categorises the various ways 
by which education service transactions 
fall under the four modes of supply.  It 
should be noted that some of the newer 
arrangements often involve a combina-
tion of two or more modes of supply 
and are difficult to categorise. For in-
stance, twinning and franchise arrange-
ments have similarities to a branch 
campus in terms of the face-to-face ed-
ucation provided, but no commercial 
presence (mode 3) is established by the 
foreign provider. All physical facilities 
are owned, and staff recruited, by the 
local institution while teaching for-
mats, materials, quality control, super-
vision and evaluation are provided by 
the foreign institution 

While statistics on international 
trade in education services are limited, 
various indicators suggest that the 
main trend over the past several dec-
ades has been the rapid expansion of 
the sector, especially at the tertiary lev-
el. This is demonstrated by the increas-
ing international mobility of students, 
academics and researchers, institutions 
and programmes. Between 1999 and 
2007, the number of international stu-
dents doubled from 1.75 million to 
nearly 3 million (Vincent-Lancrin, 
2009, p.65). Globally, East Asia and 
the Pacific accounted for over 33 per 
cent of all students abroad in 2007. In 
terms of host countries, the bulk of in-
ternational students has traditionally 
been concentrated in only a few loca-

fee-paying students, especially interna-
tional students.  In this respect, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, United States and 
the United Kingdom are amongst the 
market leaders with public universities 
authorised to provide education servic-
es at non-subsidised rates to foreign 
students (OECD, 2004).8 Asian coun-
tries, such as Malaysia and Singapore 
have also started to enter the private 
education market, and serve as impor-
tant regional hubs.

III.		EducatIOn	sErVIcEs:	tradE	
LInKagEs	and	KEy	trEnds

An important feature of education 
services trade has been the increasing 
international mobility not only of stu-
dents, but also of programmes and in-
stitutions. Abetting that mobility has 
been the innovative use of information 
and communication technologies pro-
viding alternate ways to deliver educa-
tion services. New institutional ar-
rangements involving a greater and 
more diverse number of partners, rang-
ing from educational institutions to 
corporations, have also created new 
commercial opportunities such as the 
franchising and twinning of academic 
programmes. Under the WTO General 
Agreement on Trade in Services 
(GATS), services trade is defined as be-
ing conducted under four modes of 
supply. The four modes are mode 1 
(cross-border supply), mode 2 (con-
sumption abroad), mode 3 (commercial 
presence) and mode 4 (movement of 
natural persons). These four modes 
capture all possible means by which 
services can be supplied internationally. 

Mode 2 (consumption abroad) has 
traditionally been the most common 
way by which trade in education serv-
ices occurs. This mode covers the situa-
tion where a student moves abroad and 
consumes education services whilst in 
another territory. In recent years, mode 
2 has been supplemented by mode 1 
(cross-border supply of education). Un-
der mode 1, services are supplied into a 
territory without the presence of the 
supplier. In education services, interna-
tional distance education would fall 
under mode 1. The possibilities for 
such transactions have clearly expand-
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Mode Education examples/
forms

1. cross-border supply (mode 1) distance	education
Online	education
commercial	franchising/
twinning	of	a	course

2. consumption abroad (mode 2) students	abroad

3. commercial presence (mode 3) Establishment	of	an	
educational	institution	or	
satellite	campuses
branch	campus,	including	
joint	venture	with	local	
institutions

4. presence of natural persons (mode 4) professors,	lecturers,	
teachers,	researchers	
providing	education	services	
abroad

tions. Collectively, the United States, 
United Kingdom and Australia attract 
about 50 per cent of all students 
abroad (see Figure 1). Other destina-
tions have also experienced significant 
growth with students increasingly 
choosing to study in destinations with-
in the region. Although starting from a 
low base, numbers of foreign students 
hosted by China grew by 400 per cent 
between 1999 and 2008. Australia, al-
ready one of the top destinations, con-
tinued to grow by more than 200 per 
cent over the same period (de Wit, 
2008, p.40).

Overall, the pattern of student mo-
bility reflects two main trends. One 
consists of a heavy concentration of 
students from Asia and the Pacific stud-
ying in North America and Western 
Europe, as well as within the region. 
The other trend reflects intra-European 
Union student mobility where the Bolo-
gna Process of creating a European 
Higher Education Area has facilitated 
regional mobility.10 Much of this intra-
European mobility constitutes a special 
situation as it is driven by policies and 
EU- sponsored programmes that are 
aimed at regional and economic inte-
gration. According to Bashir (2007, p. 

However, even excluding intra-EU 
flows, the number of international stu-
dents is estimated to have grown by 
over 80 per cent from 1999 to 2007. 

Based on balance of payments data, 
the top 10 exporters in 2007 as esti-
mated by the WTO included the United 
States, Australia, United Kingdom and 
Canada.11 The average rate of growth 
in total exports from 2002 to 2007 was 
12 per cent. Top 10 importers included 
Korea, United States Germany and In-
dia. While just outside the top 10, de-
veloping countries, such as Malaysia, 
have emerged as significant exporters. 
Developing countries are also increas-
ingly major importers of education 
services, with India, Malaysia and Ni-
geria featuring among the top 10 im-
porters for 2007.12 There are, however, 
significant gaps in the data reported.  
For instance, although not listed as 
among the top 10 importers of educa-
tion services in data collected by the 
WTO, China (including Hong Kong, 

table 1: correspondence between modes of supply and forms 
of education services traded internationally

The taxonomy of people, programme and institution mobility is based on work 
by the OECD.  See OECD (2004), Internationalisation and Trade in Higher 
Education: Opportunities and Challenges, p.20.

” 
ERASMUS 
has financed 
all student 

flows within the EU 
and into the EU from 
Eastern Europe.

Figure 1:  distribution of students abroad 
according to national destination, 2007

Source:  Based on figures provided by the Observatory on 
Borderless Higher Education, June 2009.

12), the European Commission, 
through the ERASMUS programme, 
has promoted and financed almost all 
student flows within the European Un-
ion (EU) and into the EU from the can-
didate countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe.

uS 23%

uK 14%

australia 13%
germany 10%

France 11%

china 8%

Japan 5%

canada 5%

new Zealand 2%
Singapore 4%

Malaysia 3%
South Korea 2%
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China) has by far the most student na-
tionals in higher education abroad, repre-
senting 17 per cent of the foreign students 
in the OECD area in 2007 (Vincent-Lan-
crin, 2009, p.69).  

One of the most important innovations 
in higher education has been the growth 
of offshore programmes either in a pure 
distance learning format or by way of a 
franchise/twinning arrangement with a lo-
cal partner. It is difficult to estimate the 
number of such programmes as data is of-
ten not systematically collected. The few 
studies available suggest that there are as 
many as 2,000 such programmes operat-
ing internationally with about 500,000 
students enrolled, mostly in Asia.13 The 
main providers are institutions from the 
United Kingdom, Australia and the Unit-
ed States. Other significant providers in-
clude Japan, Singapore, Canada, France 
and Germany. Offshore programmes also 
account for a growing share of the terti-
ary education sector in Asian economies, 
as well as in the Middle East.   

In recent decades the scale of interna-
tional branch campuses has expanded and 
there is now greater focus on revenue gen-
eration. Since 2006, the number of inter-
national branch campuses in the world 
has increased by 43 per cent, according to 
a report published in 2009 by the Observ-
atory on Borderless Higher Education 
(OBHE) (Becker, 2009, p.1).14 In the re-
port, the OBHE identified 162 interna-
tional branch campuses in the world, 
most of which were found in Asia-Pacific 
and the Middle East (ibid., p.6). The rate 
of growth has been high, since of all exist-
ing campuses, only 35 campuses (22 per 
cent) were in operation before 1999 
(ibid.). Branch campuses are being estab-
lished not just by institutions from devel-
oped economies, but also by developing 
country institutions. A number of Asian 
higher education institutions, notably 
those from India, China, Malaysia and 
Singapore have established joint ventures 
in other Asian economies as well as in Af-
rica (Bashir, 2007, p. 32). In 2006, only 
five such cases were recorded as com-
pared to the 26 such campuses in 2009.  

In terms of foreign direct investment 
(FDI), developed economies still account 
for the majority of inward and outward 
flows in the education sector.  In 2007, 
developed economies inward FDI stock in 

education was US$7.8 billion, while 
the outward stock was US$1.5 billion 
(UNCTAD, 2009, p.218–219). For de-
veloping economies, the inward stock 
was US$874 million, while the out-
ward stock was US$29 million. Thus, 
while international branch campuses 
have been expanding in developing 
country locations, FDI would suggest 
that mode 3 flows are largely between 
developed economies. Another impor-
tant and related trend has been the ac-
quisition of private education institu-
tions by large corporate groups.  In 
these acquisitions, universities and col-
leges are brought together under com-
mon ownership but each institution 
maintains its own nationally-accredited 
programmes.15 The US Group of Laure-
ate International University is reported 
in 2009 to be operating 40 campuses 
throughout the world (Vincent-Lan-
crin, 2009, p.72).16 The Apollo Group, 
which owns the University of Phoenix 
has campuses in India, Mexico and a 
number of locations in South America, 
as well as in Eastern and Western Eu-
rope.17 

While the establishment of branch 
campuses has been growing in terms of 
numbers and location, they have not 
expanded as quickly as franchise and 
twinning arrangements in which the 
education programme is offered 
through a local partner without requir-
ing a ‘bricks and mortar’ investment by 
the foreign institution. In general, host 
economies that have provided support, 
funding or infrastructure, have experi-
enced the largest growth in branch 
campus developments and account for 
the highest number of (new) establish-
ments. The setting up of a branch cam-
pus requires heavy initial investment in 
land, infrastructure and equipment, as 
well as the recruitment of staff. In addi-
tion, branch campuses require a clear 
policy and regulatory framework pro-
viding sufficient stability to encourage 
the provider to invest capital for long 
term operations.  

IV.		FactOrs	drIVIng	
IntErnatIOnaL	tradE	In	
EducatIOn	sErVIcEs

Growth in trade in education services 
has been driven by a combination of 

demand and supply factors. These in-
clude advances in information and 
communication technologies, the emer-
gence of new private actors in the pro-
vision of education services, govern-
ment policies towards improving access 
to post-secondary education, new rev-
enue generating strategies by education 
providers, individual student choices 
and requirements of employers for 
higher level qualifications and language 
skills.18

On the demand side, increasing 
numbers of secondary school graduates 
seeking entry to tertiary level education 
has been a consistent trend over past 
decades. The expansion has been par-
ticularly intense since 2000, with 51.7 
million new tertiary students enrolled 
around the world in just seven years 
(UNESCO, 2009a). In OECD econo-
mies, tertiary enrolment rose by 43 per 
cent between 1995 and 2003. A study 
by UNESCO and the OECD found that 
for a selection of 17 developing coun-
tries from Latin America, Asia and Af-
rica, the increase during the same peri-
od was 77 per cent (Teixeira, 2009, 
p.239). The Global Student Mobility 
2025 Report foresees that the demand 
for international education will in-
crease to 7.2 million in 2025 (Böhm et. 
al, 2002).19  For many economies, the 
demand for tertiary level education far 
exceeds domestic capacity.   

Other factors that have played an 
important role in fuelling the demand 
for international education are the re-
turns that accrue from further educa-
tion (Bashir, 2007, p.51). The labour 
market is demanding new and chang-
ing competencies such as adaptability, 
knowledge of latest technologies, and 
the ability to acquire new skills inde-
pendently (Hopper, 2007, p. 109). The 
number of jobs requiring high-level 
skills has grown faster than those re-
quiring only basic skills, thus further 
stimulating demand for higher educa-
tion (ibid.). In an increasingly global 
economy, English-language qualifica-
tions confer a certain competitive ad-
vantage, since international transac-
tions are mainly conducted in that lan-
guage (OECD, 2004, p.30). Study 
abroad also facilitates international mi-
gration and is sometimes supported by 
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host governments as part of a skilled 
migration policy (ibid., p.27).

On the supply side, due to techno-
logical developments and changes in 
the structure of the education market, a 
greater number and variety of study 
programmes and courses are being of-
fered internationally. Technological 
progress, for instance, has improved 
and facilitated various forms of dis-
tance education. Due to changes in the 
financing of higher education, institu-
tions from major education provider 
economies have put increased emphasis 
on revenue generation (ibid., p.26). 
This has resulted in a drive to offer ed-
ucation services to international stu-
dents at commercial rates through stu-
dent mobility programmes and/or by 
opening branch campuses and offshore 
programmes. Demand and supply fac-
tors have also combined with deliber-
ate national capacity building objec-
tives, as demonstrated by some South-
East Asian economies (Vincent-Lan-
crin, 2007, p.49).  

V.		EducatIOn	sErVIcEs	In	
IntErnatIOnaL	tradE	
agrEEMEnts

One of the anomalies in the education 
sector is that much of the growth in 
cross-border education has so far been 
achieved in spite of a low level of na-
tional commitments undertaken in 
trade agreements. Under the WTO the 
General Agreement on Trade in Servic-
es (GATS), education services remains 
one of the least committed sectors un-
der the agreement. Fifty-one Members 
of a total of 153 members have taken 
commitments in one or more education 
sub-sectors amounting to approximate-
ly 30%  of total WTO membership. 
Since the schedules of Austria, Bulgar-
ia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovak Re-
public and Slovenia have not yet been 

consolidated into that of the European 
Union and their Member States, they 
have been counted independently. Cy-
prus, Finland, Malta, Romania, and 
Sweden have not taken any commit-
ments on education services.  

One of the reasons behind the rela-
tively low level of trade commitments 
has been the concern over how such 
commitments might affect the public 
provision of education services. Relat-
ing to this concern has been a rather 
widespread misconception amongst the 
education services community of how 
GATS commitments work and what 
their implications might be (See Lim 
and Honeck, 2009). Of the 51 WTO 
member countries who did take com-
mitments, a large number limited their 
commitments to privately funded edu-
cation excluding thereby publicly fund-
ed education. The two main ways by 
which Members have sought to explic-
itly limit the sector scope is by taking 
commitments which cover only: (i) pri-
vately funded education services; or (ii) 
non-compulsory education.  Indeed in 
the collective request made in the Doha 
Development Agenda negotiations, it 
was clearly specified by the WTO 
members behind the request that their 
interest was on private education serv-
ices.  

Amongst the benefits of GATS com-
mitments is that it can help attract for-
eign direct investment by providing 
predictability and certainty for inves-
tors.  This can also be very important 
for domestic investors. It gives solid as-
surance against any sudden policy 
changes, and facilitates future plan-
ning, which are necessary for infra-
structure based investments such as the 
establishment of an education campus.  
For this reason, GATS commitments, 
which are backed by the dispute settle-
ment system, can serve to signal a gov-
ernment resolve towards maintaining a 
particular policy path. 

VI.		dIVErgEnt	and	cOnVErgEnt	
IntErEsts	OF	IMpOrtErs	and	
ExpOrtErs	(sanEr	&yIu,	2008)

The internationalization of education 
services has been a politically contested 
subject.  While the majority of the pri-

vately held schools in OECD countries 
are concerned mostly with regulations 
which potentially restrict purchasing of 
educational services, others have in-
vested abroad and are keen on improv-
ing investment conditions especially 
with regard to unhindered market ac-
cess and non-discriminatory investment 
conditions in foreign countries. Lobby-
ing groups representing private sector 
actors with FDI interests in education 
services have actively attempted to in-
fluence governments’ negotiation posi-
tions on GATS.

Some of the better known groups 
like GATE, Sylvan Learning Systems 
and QA are close to privately held 
schools and universities with business 
interests and subsidiaries in multiple 
countries. While many of these lobby 
groups emanate from the USA, some 
are also based elsewhere as, for in-
stance, Monash University of Australia 
with its many off- and onshore cam-
puses in East Asia. Monash University, 
like the majority of Australian universi-
ties, has developed an interesting strat-
egy as it is a public institution inside 
Australia but becomes a private provid-
er as soon as it exports its educational 
services abroad. 

The large majority of publicly held 
schools and universities, particularly in 
Europe, have lobbied strongly against 
trade in education services and the ne-
gotiations taken under the framework 
of the GATS. On September 28, 2001, 
the presidents of the European Univer-
sity Association (EUA), the Association 
of Universities and Colleges of Canada 
(AUCC), the American Council on Ed-
ucation (ACE), and the Council for 
Higher Education Accreditation 
(CHEA) signed a joint declaration on 
higher education and trade in educa-
tion services strongly expressing oppo-
sition to the inclusion of higher educa-
tion services in the GATS negotiations.  
The joint declaration asks all actors in 
the GATS negotiations not to make 
commitments in education services. At 
the same time, the signatories expressed 
a willingness to reduce obstacles to in-
ternational exchange in higher educa-
tion using conventions and agreements 
outside of a trade policy regime.

” 
Education 
services 
remains one of 

the least committed 
sectors under the 
WTO/GATS.  
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As illustrated in the figure 2, the ne-
gotiation oscillates between stakehold-
ers pushing for the liberalizations of 
educational market versus other stake-
holders wanting to keep education out 
of any market access negotiations at 
the WTO, or for that matter, under any 
other trade regime. The opposition be-
tween market liberalizers and protec-
tionists is played out within countries, 
between government ministries (e.g. 
ministry of trade vs. ministry of educa-
tion), between government and private 
sector (privately owned schools versus 
publically run schools), between pro-
fessional groups and public actors 
(teachers and student associations ver-
sus ministries of finance, education and 
trade). 

Based on these complex interests, 
coalitions have been formed for or 
against such positions (liberalization 
vs. protectionism) within countries, at 
the WTO and outside the WTO eg. at 
UNESCO, OECD or Council of Eu-
rope. Figure 3 below, illustrates the dif-
ferent coalition clusters of selected 
countries and their respective preferred 
institutional governance environment. 

VII.		cOMpEtIng	IntErEsts:		
What’s	at	staKE?

Tensions over trade in education servic-
es, at risk of oversimplification, are 
typically between private suppliers and 
public providers, especially in non-Eng-
lish speaking European countries.  For 
most of these countries, education is a 
public good which should not be sup-
plied on a commercial basis in order to 
guarantee equal access to education for 
all citizens of a country, no matter of 
their background or financial means. 
Along with this view goes the expecta-
tion that the quality of the education 
provided should be comparable for all 
students independent of their origin 
and endowment. Stakeholders like 
teachers and student unions to a large 
majority reject trade in education ser-
vices in general fearing that market ac-
cess commitments under a trade agree-
ment  would open the backdoor  to 
privatization and deregulation, and 
eventually lead to the dismantling of 
education as a public service.  

For these stakeholders, the worst 

Figure 2: coalition clusters of Stakeholders involved 
in ES trade favoring liberalization vs protectionism 
(based on Saner & Fasel, 2003)

Copyright, DD/CSEND, 2006  
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case would be to see that governments 
lose regulatory control or flexibility to 
regulate and implement national poli-
cies, and that the education sector, once 
opened, would be dominated by for-
eign and/or private suppliers. Interest-
ingly, while this might arguably be a 
significant policy concern for develop-
ing countries with underfunded educa-
tion systems, much of the anxiety has 
arisen in certain developed countries 
with traditionally strong public educa-
tion providers. Refuting such claims, 
parties in favour of trade in services 
highlight the fact that services supplied 
in the exercise of governmental author-
ity are specifically excluded from the 
scope of the GATS (Articles I.3 [b] and 
[c]). Thus, even if commitments had 
been undertaken on education services, 
this exclusion would still apply.  More-
over, there has, so far, been no legal 
challenge in the WTO with respect to 
the scope of the carve-out for govern-
mental services.  

For many developing countries, the 
consideration of whether to undertake 
commitments and the level of openness 
to provide will often depend on the 

and Latin America, with middle income 
developing countries seeking to act as 
educational hubs offering internation-
ally recognised degrees through fran-
chise or twinning arrangements with 
developed country institutions. 

In contrast, high income OECD high income OECD 
countries, such as the US, EU and Swit-
zerland, are more likely to restrict their 
trade commitments to privately funded 
education especially in primary, sec-
ondary and higher education, This 
stands in stark contrast to the often vir-
ulent criticism by domestic stakehold-
ers in many of these countries, which 
have accused their respective govern-
ments of jeopardizing the monopolies 
of their public education. Nevertheless, 
faced with fewer financial resources, a 
growing number of OECD countries 
are exploring possibilities of delegating 
or outsourcing parts of education to 
private providers who are more cost-ef-
ficient service providers. However, in 
order to ensure continued delivery of 
high quality education services by pri-
vate (national or foreign) education 
providers, governments need to in-
crease their regulatory supervision. 

In terms of negotiations, a strategic 
assessment of opening or protecting 
their education sectors needs to be 
done by stakeholders responsible for 
their respective country’s negotiation 
position on trade in education services. 
Stakeholders also need to understand 
the request and offer mechanism of 
WTO negotiations, as well as the mo-
dalities used in free trade agreements, 
and develop short-term and long-term 
solutions to key strategic challenges. 
These might include exporting/import-
ing and/or aggressive/defensive liberal-
izing strategies. Once sectoral stake-
holders have done their homework, in-
ternal consultations with their respec-
tive national WTO negotiation team 
might be called for in order to reach a 
common view and position.  

An example of national strategic 
thinking can be found in China’s coast-
al provinces where private schools (do-
mestically owned) are given permission 
to offer secondary education to stu-
dents who failed the entrance exams to 
the public schools.  Since education is a 
highly esteemed investment in their 

children’s future, Chinese parents are 
willing to pay the relatively high tuition 
fees.  The private schools are regulated 
by the authorities in charge of educa-
tion, they pay taxes and lower the pres-
sure on the governments to provide 
more remedial education. Foreign 
schools offering higher education de-
grees are highly regulated and request-
ed to include local teachers in their 
teaching faculty, their tuition fees are 
regulated, the student intake limited, 
and the authorities often require that 
higher education degree programmes 
provided by foreign schools be comple-
mented by a one to two year academic 
programme in their respective home 
country. Such one to two years of aca-
demic studies offer Chinese students 
opportunities to become familiar with 
a foreign country, learn a foreign lan-
guage, and potentially qualify for jobs 
in developed countries. 

Successful strategic assessments of 
threats and opportunities of education 
services and possible opening of trade 
in education services to foreign provid-
ers requires: (i) the formulation of ad-
equate strategies focusing on the future 
development of the respective national 
education sector; (ii) the identification 
of possible export opportunities of na-
tional education services and their mar-
ket access opportunities in other coun-
tries; (iii) the corresponding assessment 
of how to prepare their domestic mar-
ket for foreign competition; (iv) the 
clarification of how a country wants to 
define the role of government – either 
as a provider or regulator of education 
services; and (v) concomitantly an 
agreement with national stakeholders 
on the flexibility for the education sec-
tor, i.e., in terms of activities, measures 
and policies that should not be brought 
under the purview of the trade agree-
ment.

VIII.		cOncLusIOn

By way of a conclusion, the following 
observations would appear salient. 
Faced with budget cuts and limited 
spending power, many governments 
might want to consider participation want to consider participation 
by private sector providers including-
foreign investors through foreign direct 
investment. Private sector providers 

country’s assessment of its own social 
and economic development path, and 
the extent to which it sees trade as be-
ing critical to developing the domestic 
human resource and knowledge base.  
Market liberalization, however, also re-
quires competence and institutional ca-
pacity in regulation and policy imple-
mentation. These crucial elements are 
all too often lacking in many parts of 
the developing world and have acted as 
obstacles to either engaging in trade ne-
gotiations, or in fully reaping the ben-
efits of liberalisation. That being said, 
today, some of the most dynamic actors 
in the internationalization of education 
services are developing countries, par-
ticularly those in Asia-Pacific. ThereThere 
are also growing education markets in 
other regions, such as the Middle East 

” 
Trade in 
education is 
feared to lead 

to privatization and 
deregulation.
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could alleviate the financial pressures 
on governments. However, this does 
not mean that governments should ab-
dicate responsibility. Regulating educa-
tion at a national level also includes 
providing students with the highest 
possible and equal access to education 
for the benefit of social cohesion and 
for the most effective development of a 
skilled manpower potential to meet the 
economic and social challenges of the 
next generation. 

Education is a multi-faceted under-
taking characterized by a multitude of 
convergent and divergent interests of 
multiple stakeholders. Education policy 
cannot be limited only to the consider-
ation of free choice and price efficiency 
criteria. Social cohesion and good citi-
zen behavior such as democracy and 
ethical values are as important as top 
level scientific research or lucrative 
business degree programmes. It would 
be unwise to opt solely for ‘free trade’ 
positions since important private sector 
providers might not be willing to invest 
in low revenue education services such 
as civics, liberal arts education or basic 
professional skills training. Govern-
ments cannot opt out of such responsi-
bilities. 

Similar to the concept of multi-func-
tionality in the agricultural sector, edu-
cation requires a multi-faceted ap-
proach in order to guarantee adequate 
provision of education services for vari-
ous target groups, and to ensure access 
to education for the less-privileged. 
Such a multi-developmental perspective 
is even more necessary for developing 
countries which often lack financial re-
sources and technical know-how in the 
field of education. The GATS frame-
work has sufficient flexibility to safe-
guard the multi-functional diversity of 
education, as well as the fundamental 
different needs of developing countries 
without falling into the trap of ‘man-
aged trade’ immobility in education 

services.
A balance has to be achieved be-

tween legitimate requests for consumer 
protection and the sovereign rights of 
governments to pursue high quality ed-
ucation without falling into the trap of 
closing market access to foreign educa-
tion service providers. A central objec-
tive of the GATS is to progressively lib-
eralize trade in services. It is not the in-
tention of the agreement to regulate 
trade nor is it to deregulate service sec-
tors. The agreement’s focus is on im-
proving market access and to discipline 
discriminatory measures between coun-
tries, as well as between domestic and 
foreign service suppliers. In short, trade 
agreements provide the opportunity to 
a reduction of trade barriers due to a 
myriad of different norms, standards 
and requirements which often result in 
higher transactions costs affecting par-
ticularly developing country exporters 
who might have neither the technical 
know-how nor the necessary resources 
to deal with such measures. No doubtNo doubt 
there are risks in opening markets but 
there also many new opportunities.  
The challenge is to move from what 
has been a sterile debate on ‘private vs. 
public’, to one which seizes the poten-
tial of trade as a tool for capacity de-
velopment. 
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solely for ‘free 

trade’ positions.
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Hans de Wit

In a context of economic crisis and increased anti 

immigration politics, international students and skilled 

immigration are high on the political and educational 

agenda in the Netherlands as well as other European 

countries. There is an increasing tension between short 

term anti-immigrant tendencies and budget cuts for 

research and development on the one hand, and the long 

term need for skilled immigration to stay competitive in 

the global knowledge economy on the other hand.  In the 

past, rationales for attracting international students were 

either trade, aid or cooperation. Global competition for 

highly skilled manpower has become a strong new pull 

factor in international student circulation, and policies 

are developed by the Netherlands and other European 

countries to stay competitive. 

international students and 
immigration: 

The Netherlands case 
in a European context 
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IntrOductIOn

The topic of international students and 
skilled immigration is a key issue in Eu-
ropean and Dutch politics. The debates 
on the positive and negative dimen-
sions of the multicultural society, immi-
gration and the economic and financial 
crisis have a direct link to international 
students and skilled immigration needs. 
In Ireland, the international  education 
strategy 2010–2015 to make Ireland 
‘internationally recognised and ranked 
as a world leader in the delivery of high 
quality international education’ by 
among others increasing the present 
number of international students in the 
coming 5 years by 50%, is under pres-
sure as a result of the budgetary crisis 
(Ireland’s International Education 
Strategy, 2010). In the UK, the plans of 
the current government to introduce re-
strictions on immigration and the plans 
for higher national student fees will 
have an impact on the number of inter-
national students from outside (immi-
gration) and inside the EU/EFTA coun-
tries (higher fees) as well as on the po-
tential emigration of UK students (low-
er fees in neighbouring countries). In 
Germany, when prime minister Angela 
Merkel proclaimed the collapse of the 
multicultural society and a push for 
stricter immigration laws arose, the 
minister of Economic Affairs, the busi-
ness sector and the higher education 
sector warned instantly for the danger 
of lack of skilled labour. In Switzerland 
there is a high concern that recent anti 
immigration referenda results will have 
a negative impact on skilled immigra-
tion and attractiveness of the country 
for international students. And in the 
Netherlands, Sweden and Italy similar 
fears exist due to the rise of anti immi-
grant nationalist politics. There is an 
increasing tension in Europe, including 
the Netherlands, between short-term 
anti-immigrant tendencies and budget 

cuts for research and development on 
the one hand, and the long-term need 
for skilled immigration to stay compet-
itive in the global knowledge economy 
on the other hand. Forecasts for the EU 
indicate that where the number of low 
skilled workers will decline in 2020 
from 28% now to 19%, medium 
skilled workers will increase from 48% 
to 50%, and high skilled labour will in-
crease from 26% to 31% (McDonagh, 
2009). At the same time, in Europe inAt the same time, in Europe in 
the next 12 years the age group be-
tween 16 and 29 will drop from 90 to 
81 million. Restrictions in immigration 
and greater barriers for access to higher 
education for national and foreign stu-
dents will make Europe less attractive 
for international students.  

thE	EurOpEan	cOntExt

Higher education in Europe in the first 
decade after the Second World War 
was not very international. The focus 
was on the reconstruction of its coun-
tries after the great depression followed 
by the impact of the Second World War 
on society and economy. As far as there 
was an international dimension, it was 
primarily by the circulation of degree 
seeking students from the elites in the 
developing countries to the colonial 
and imperialist powers they were 
linked to: the UK, France, Germany 
and to a lesser extent countries like Bel-
gium and the Netherlands.  

In the sixties another international 
dimension in higher education 
emerged, technical assistance (develop-
ment aid). The changing relationships 
between the former colonial powers 
and the developing world required a 
different approach. In addition to the 
traditional circulation of the elites, 
scholarship schemes provided wider 
opportunities for students from devel-
oping countries to study in Europe, pri-
marily in the countries they have had 

traditional cultural and linguistic ties 
with (Germany, France and the United 
Kingdom which over all these years up 
until now have continued to be the 
main receivers of international students 
after the United States of America) and/
or political links (Soviet Union). At the 
same time, capacity and institution 
building programs offered academic 
expertise and material support to the 
higher education sector in the develop-
ing countries. This trend was quite 
widespread, the Netherlands being a 
prominent example of this focus on 
aid. 

In the 1980s, one can observe in 
Western Europe two different shifts. 
The ‘benevolent laisser-faire’ policy 
(Barron, 1993), and the ‘humanitarian-
ism and internationalism’ (Chandler, 
1989) that characterised the previous 
decades did not completely disappear 
but were bypassed by new policies.  In 
continental Europe a shift took place 
towards more controlled reception of 
degree seeking international students 
and to cooperation and exchange (stu-
dent and staff mobility), and in the 
United Kingdom a shift to active re-
cruitment of fee-paying international 
students. 

The decision in 1979 by the British 
government to introduce full cost fees 
for foreign students (a move from aid 
to trade) resulted in a more competitive 
higher education sector in that country.  
In continental Europe the introduction 
of full-cost fees and higher education as 
an export commodity at that time re-
mained an anathema. On the continent, 

” 
In continental 
Europe higher 
education 

export was an 
anathema.
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in a position to be a competitive player 
in the international student market, as 
well as in the cross-border delivery of 
education, just behind the United States 
of America. 

By the end of the 1990’s, first in the 
Netherlands and Scandinavia and later 
in Germany and France, a shift to high-
er education as an export commodity 
began to emerge. Although several 
countries – Ireland, Slovakia, Denmark, 
the Netherlands and Sweden – have in-
troduced full-cost fees for non-EU in-
ternational students in recent years, the 
main drive has not been income gener-
ation, as was the case in the United 
Kingdom.  

Most countries of Europe, in partic-
ular the larger economies of Germany, 
France, Italy and Spain as well as Scan-
dinavia, have zero or low tuition fees 
for domestic students and with the ex-
ception of the countries mentioned 
above do not differentiate between EU-
students and other international stu-
dents. At the national and European 
level rationales such as increasing com-
petitiveness of higher education in the 
global knowledge economy and estab-
lishment of a national/European brand 
and status of higher education, society 
and economy in the world, have been 
the drivers.  

More recently, global competition 
for highly skilled manpower has be-
come a strong pull factor in interna-
tional student circulation. The greying 
societies of Europe compete globally 
for top talents who need to fill the gaps 
in their knowledge economies. Skilled 
migration, circulation of the highly 
skilled, the global competition for tal-
ent, are terms that are at present be-
coming more dominant as rationales 
for international competition in higher 
education. At the institutional level ra-
tionales such as international class 
rooms, intercultural and global compe-
tences, recruitment of top talent stu-

dents and scholars, and institutional 
profile and status, are setting the scene. 

In 2002–2003, there were 1.1 mil-
lion foreign students enrolled in higher 
education in the so-called EURODATA 
region (comprising the 27 EU nations, 
the four European Free Trade Agree-
ment members Switzerland, Iceland, Li-
chtenstein and Norway, as well as Tur-
key.) Of these 46% are nationals from 
within this group of 32 countries, com-
pared to 54% from outside.  More 
than 60% of them study in the three 
main countries: United Kingdom, Ger-
many and France. France is a different 
destination country compared to the 
others, as only 28% are European and 
51% are African students.  As far as 
outward mobility is concerned, only 
575,000 students, or 3% were studying 
abroad in 2002–2003, of which 81% 
in another EURODATA country, and 
13% in the United States (de Wit, 
2008). 

More recent data indicate that in 
2006-2007 there were 1.5 million in-
ternational students in these 32 coun-
tries, a growth of 36.6% and compared 
to 1998–1999 of 49.9%. The percent-
age of international students compared 
to national students has increased from 
4.5 % in 1998–1999 via 5.8% in 
2002–2003 to 6.9% in 2006–2007. At 
the same time, the percentage of the 
students from within the 32 European 
countries increased to 50.9%, plus 
3.6% from other European countries. 

The Bologna Declaration of 1999 
and the Lisbon Agenda of 2001 are the 
manifestations of the need to reform 
higher education in Europe into the di-
rection of a more competitive player in 
the global knowledge economy. Al-
though there is an increasing emphasis 
on economic rationales and competi-
tion, it would be too simple to state 
that the changing landscape of interna-
tionalization is developing in similar 
ways everywhere in higher education in 

a different move took place, from aid 
to cooperation and exchange.  Under 
the impetus of the European Commis-
sion, programs were designed to stimu-
late cooperation in Research & Devel-
opment and in education. From the 
early 1970s in Sweden, Germany and 
later elsewhere, programs were devel-
oped to stimulate cooperation and ex-
change and most countries had interna-
tional academic agreements and were 
involved in the Fulbright Program with 
the US. 

During the 1970s, the European 
Commission started to stimulate R&D 
cooperation, and also introduced a pi-
lot program, the ‘Joint Study Pro-
grammes Scheme’ (1976), to stimulate 
academic mobility, but the impact of 
these programs was marginal. In the 
1980s, these initiatives at the national 
and European level contributed to the 
creation of the so-called Framework 
Programs for R&D (1984) and the ‘Eu-
ropean Action Scheme for the Mobility 
of University Students’ (1987), better 
known as ERASMUS. Driving ration-
ales behind these initiatives were: Euro-
peanization and strengthening of Eu-
rope’s position in the global economy. 

Although the UK as a member of the 
European Union was involved in these 
developments, its participation in the 
educational programmes has been mar-
ginal. There was and remains a tension 
between the more competitive ap-
proach to recruitment of fee-paying 
students (a focus on degree-seeking stu-
dent circulation) and the subsidised 
programmes of the European Commis-
sion, based on the principle of ex-
change (a focus on mobility as part of 
the home degree). The reputation of 
British higher education, its extended 
network of Commonwealth countries, 
the dominance of English as first or 
second language, and the financial ne-
cessity to recruit full-cost students from 
abroad placed British higher education 
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Europe. There are different accents and 
approaches. Internationalization strate-
gies are filtered and contextualized by 
the specific internal context of the uni-
versity and their national embedded-
ness. But it is also a fact that the recent 
emphasis on competition for talents, as 
well as the reforms undertaken by the 
Bologna Process, have brought conti-
nental Europe and the United Kingdom 
more closer in their approaches than 
before. The Netherlands is a clear ex-
ample of a mixed policy of cooperation 
and competition with regard to inter-
national students and immigration.

thE	nEthErLands

As mentioned above, the Netherlands 
has moved from a focus on aid via co-
operation and exchange priority to a 
more competitive approach with re-
spect to international students and im-
migration. This mixed policy with 
shifting emphasis is the result of exter-
nal factors in combination with local 
changes in higher education and immi-
gration policies. 

The number of international stu-
dents in Dutch higher education has in-
creased over the past years in absolute 
numbers, although the percentage of 
overall students has stabilised at 7.4%. 
The increase over the past five years 
has been particularly in research uni-
versities, 6.3% to 9.3% (an increase of 
9.000 international students) and less 
in the universities of applied sciences, 
5.8% to 6.4% (an increase of 5.000 in-
ternational students). The main coun-
try of origin in 2009–10 was Germany 
(42.5 % of all international students) 
at a substantial distance, followed by 
China (10%), Belgium (5%), Spain 
(3.9%) and France (3.6%). In that year 
64.4% of the international students 
came from other EU and EFTA coun-
tries, compared to 35.6% from the rest 
of the world. The Netherlands is the 
host country with most German stu-

of the international students in the 
Netherlands come from EU/EFTA 
countries, the impact will be not as 
negative as was the case in Denmark. A 
member of Dutch Parliament recently 
even suggested to turn recruitment of 
international students into a means to 
increase income for universities, a rath-
er naive suggestion in the current glo-
bal competition for international stu-
dents and the high tuition fees. 

There are no concrete data on inter-
national PhD students and researchers 
in the Netherlands. A recent guess is 
that one third of the PhD students in 
the country are foreign, with a rapid 
growth over the past 15 years, prima-
rily from Western Europe and Asia. 
OECD data indicate that half of the 
foreign knowledge workers in the 
Netherlands come from Europe, and 
the other half primarily from South 
and East Asia, followed by North 
America.  

Since 2007, it is possible for interna-
tional students to stay in the country 
for a year after completion of their 
studies in order to find a job, and since 
2009 highly qualified foreigners can 
apply for a residence permit for a max-
imum of one year to find a job or to 
start a business. There are also tax in-
centives for knowledge immigrants and 
returning expats in areas where there is 
lack of Dutch candidates. And migra-
tion policies are adapted to make im-
migration for lower skilled immigrants 
more difficult and for highly skilled im-
migrants easier. There are no data yet 
to see how effective these measures 
have been. Also, little is known about 
the language factor. Although some 
studies indicate that the fact that Dutch 
persons speak and understand English 
and that an increasing proportion of 
Dutch higher education offer is in Eng-
lish (in particular at the master and 
PhD level) is a pull factor, other studies 

dents, before the United Kingdom, with 
17% of outbound German student mo-
bility (Nuffic, 2010). 

Three quarters of the international 
students are enrolled in bachelor’s de-
gree programmes, although in research 
universities the focus is increasingly on 
master and PhD programmes. As far as 

fields of study are concerned, econom-
ics is the most popular study for the re-
search universities, with agriculture 
having the strongest presence of inter-
national students compared to Dutch 
students. For applied sciences universi-
ties, economics also has the strongest 
presence of international students while 
art and culture maintain a strong ratio 
of international versus Dutch students. 
Maastricht University, one of the 13 re-
search universities in the Netherlands –
bordering with Germany and Belgium 
– is the leading university in number of 
international students, followed by 
four universities of Applied Sciences 
(also all four close to Germany) and 
then Delft University of Technology. 
The market share of the Netherlands is 
1.3% of the global market in 2007, an 
increase of 0.6% compared to 2000. 
As far as outbound mobility is con-
cerned, 2.5% (15.000) of the Dutch 
students were studying abroad in 
2006–07 and the trend is a gradual in-
crease each year (Nuffic, 2010).

It is still unclear what the impact of 
the introduction of full cost fees for 
non-EU/EFTA students will mean for 
the inflow of international students to 
the Netherlands. Given that two thirds 

” 
Netherlands 
uses a mixed 
policy of 

cooperation and 
competition regarding 
international students.
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question the level of English of Dutch 
graduates and faculty. Also, some stud-
ies indicate that the Netherlands is not 
attractive enough for international and 
returning Dutch researchers. Other 
studies conclude, however, that the 
Netherlands is still more attractive than 
other European countries, such as the 
United Kingdom, Germany, France, 
Denmark and Belgium, because of the 
relatively good salaries, career pros-
pects and knowledge infrastructure. It 
is still too early to tell what the impli-
cations will be of migration and higher 
education plans of the new conserva-
tive government that came into power 
in 2010. In combination with the eco-
nomic crisis one cannot be optimistic 
that these plans will result in a more 
consistent and attractive climate for in-
ternational students and skilled immi-
gration. 
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Uwe Gartenschlaeger and Matthias Klingenberg

‘Exporting’ education for 
development – a mutual 
learning exercise

In an interdependent context with trans-national 

labour markets, amidst international qualification 

standards and growing migration, the world of 

education is based on interaction and the 

development of common models. However, the 

adult education community should be aware of 

some principles and limitations to ensure success 

in cross-border cooperation. This article shares 

some experiences from one of the major players in 

the field of ‘Adult Education and Development’, 

dvv international, and presents one concrete 

example on ‘Learning from the Past’. After 

analysing different approaches to ‘export 

education’ the authors argue that the most 

successful scheme of international cooperation is 

based on long term cooperation with partnership 

on equal footing, taking into account the social, 

historical and cultural background of both sides.
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dvv international  is an institute of the 
German Adult Education Association 
(DVV, www.dvv-vhs.de). For more 
than 40 years it has been implementing 
development projects in Africa, Asia, 
Latin America and some countries in 
Europe. The focus is mainly on using 
non-formal education as a tool for pov-
erty reduction. The activities are target-
ed on three levels:

• Macro: influencing policies and 
frameworks
• Meso: Strengthening the capacities 
of partner organisations and net-
works
• Micro: Supporting best practice in 
delivering adult education for the 
marginalised.
The institute runs offices in about 40 

countries.1 The following intervention 
is based on this very specific back-
ground.

thE	dILEMMa	OF	a	‘cOpy	and	
pastE’	apprOach

Unfortunately, in the development 
community we can still witness several 
attempts to copy ready-made models to 
other countries, neglecting their tradi-
tions, cultural background and social 
and political systems. Still, too often, a 
careful stakeholder analysis is missing 
or not executed thoroughly enough, 
and the problems of adaptations are 
underestimated. Some examples from 
past experience can illustrate this gen-
eral statement.

For a decade, German Development 
Cooperation tried to implement our 
‘Dual System’ of vocational education 
in different contexts and partner coun-
tries. Without any doubt, Germany’s 
vocational education and training 
(VET)-system is one of the backbones 
of the country’s economic well-being, 
providing industry with well-educated 
and skilled workers. This makes it at-
tractive in the eyes of many partner 
governments. However, the system is 
based on a variety of factors – among 
others, a long-term tradition of on-the-
job training in enterprises, strong, inde-
pendent chambers of commerce and/or 

crafts, well-established trade unions 
and a political framework respecting 
the independence from state influence 
of many parts of the VET-system. All 
this has been developed not only for 
decades, but for centuries. It is obvious 
this tends to be a very specific, doubt-
less successful, development. Experi-
ences from many regions show that 
weak chambers, a big informal sector, 
and overwhelming state influence on 
the whole education sector are some of 
the obstacles to a one to one implemen-
tation of this experience. 

Another more recent example is the 
design and implementation of National 
Qualification Frameworks, currently in 
more than 100 countries around the 
world. In one of the very few studies 
on the impact of this global movement, 
the ILO came to the conclusion that 

...countries are investing considera-
ble resources in a policy mechanism 
which is largely untested and under-re-
searched. (…) Many countries appear 
to be influenced more by the claims 
made about the NQFs in other coun-
tries than by their proven track records, 
without considering differences in con-
texts, and without understanding all 
aspects of how the framework was de-
veloped and implemented. (Allais, 
2010)  

The decisions for the development of 
NQFs seem to be very often strongly 
influenced by important donors and de-
velopment agencies rather than stake-
holders from the country. The ILO 
study draws a very sceptical conclusion 
concerning the impact of imported 
NQRs on a learner’s mobility, improve-
ment of communication between the 
education sector and the labour mar-
ket, employer and trade union involve-
ment and many other aspects. 

In addition, we can share some neg-
ative impressions from some authori-
tarian governments using the NQFs for 
their own very special interests: in these 
cases the NQF is unfortunately seen as 
an instrument to actively control non-
governmental educational structures or 
even to bleed them to death – first and 

foremost among these, the actors, 
whether NGOs or business oriented or-
ganisations, of the non-formal educa-
tion sector. This dangerous tendency 
was unfortunately not discussed suffi-
ciently by Western donor agencies be-
fore the big EQF-NQF-mania started. 

This is not the place to judge specific 
approaches in development coopera-
tion in the education sector. However, 
what can be said is that ready-made 
blueprints very often underestimate the 
complexity of the framework and the 
period of time which is needed to adopt 
concepts – or even to analyse and pilot 
their impact in different settings.

EducatIOn	ExpOrt	FOr		
thE	uppEr	cLass

A different story are the – very often 
commercial – projects of exporting ed-
ucational offers for those strata of the 
population who are (relatively) well es-
tablished in our global society. Or in 
other words: exporting high-class serv-
ices for those who can pay for it. Near-
ly all over the world we can witness 
branches of British, American, in some 
regions French or Russian universities 
flourishing, offering high-class (or at 
least acceptable) quality education in 
segments popular within the upper and 
middle class. Many of their clients link 
their future life to the global labour 
market; international standards and 
certificates are an asset for them. Par-
ents are willing to pay a certain price to 
be sure that their children receive qual-
ity diplomas, ironically avoiding a sys-
tem of bribes and nepotism many of 
them profit from in their professional 
life.

Besides being a remarkable source of 
income for those establishing these 
branches, these institutions in some 
cases can be recognised as kinds of 
lighthouses, demonstrating what edu-

” 
ILO is very 
skeptical of 
the impact of 

imported NQRs.
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cation could be under better circum-
stances.

rEcOgnItIOn	FOr	MObILIty

Migration is a factor in nearly all re-
gions of the world. Most countries be-
long either to sending or recipient re-
gions. Additionally, a lot of internal mi-
gration can be observed, especially in 
large countries like China, India or 
Russia. The challenge of recognising 
learning outcomes is immense for com-
panies, state authorities and – often 
most essential – the migrants them-
selves. This provides a great need for 
trans-national systems of certification 
and validation, not only in (initial) 
VET and higher education.  For exam-
ple in regions like South-Eastern Eu-
rope, South-Eastern Asia or Central 
Asia we can witness a growing interest 
for European or international certifi-
cates for languages, IT, VET or other 
skills to meet the requirements of the 
labour market in the target countries or 
the migration procedures themselves. 
The task of providing reliable, modern 
and adequate systems still remains 
open in some cases, although compa-
nies like ECDL (www.ecdl.com) or telc 
(www.telc.net) are providing interesting 
solutions.

suggEst,	dIscuss,	adOpt

With a focus on development, dvv in-
ternational prefers a method which has 
proven to be most effective over the 
years. It is based on an understanding 
that changes are possible only in a 
long-term perspective and in a frame-
work of partnership between organisa-
tions from the North and the South. 
Today, both conditions are hard to 
match. In an environment where peo-
ple are used to thinking mostly in a 
project-format, with a planning period 
of two or three years, support for long-
term cooperation becomes a challenge. 
To keep the partnership on equal foot-
ing, despite one of the partners being 
clearly stronger in economic terms, is 
another challenge. It demands a lot of 
sensitivity and related soft skills, re-

spect for different cultural settings and 
a lot of patience. It is definitely easier 
to come with a ready-made blueprint 
than to suggest in a very open manner 
to opt for a ‘tailor-made’ experience, 
and being ready to undergo a discus-
sion process with partners, where re-
sults are not pre-defined. It may not be 
easy to accept that we, too, can learn a 
lot and should be ready to adapt our 
approaches, not only for other coun-
tries, but sometimes in our home coun-
try, too.

an	ExaMpLE:	thE	hIstOry	and	
IdEntIty	prOJEct	In	uzbEKIstan

A good example for the ‘Suggest, Dis-
cuss, Adopt’ approach are the projects 
within the dvv history network. The 
network consists of projects and people 
around the globe who believe that 
there is no good future without remem-

” 
Project-format 
thinking is a 
challenge for 

long-term education 
cooperation. 
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Uzbekistan: Remembering Family History.

brance and processing of the past. The 
projects make use of the rich and suc-
cessful experience West Germany made 
with the processing of the Nazi regime 
as the darkest part of its history. The 
new established Federal Republic of 
Germany did not voluntarily start to 
deal with its Nazi past; society and 
state were forced or, better formulated, 
‘insistently pushed’ by internal and ex-
ternal forces. The external pressure, ex-
erted by the Western Allies, of de-nazi-
fication, initiated the judicial process-
ing of the past: the Nuremberg Trials 
are the best known part of this process. 

The internal transformation of the 
West-German post-war society into a 
pluralistic, open-minded and democrat-
ic society is the result of the ’68 Cultur-
al Revolution in Germany. This move-
ment started in Germany with the sim-
ple question “Where were you during 
the Nazi era? What was your role in 
the Nazi regime?” The question was 
asked by the first post-war generation 
and members of their parent’s genera-
tion had to answer. The whole move-
ment, in the beginning mainly support-
ed by young leftist students, remarka-
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bly changed society, since not only the 
‘war-questions’ but a whole set of pro-
gressive ideas (such as peace, disarma-
ment, citizen’s and human rights, ecol-
ogy and the anti- nuclear movement) 
touching all parts of society and the 
state were now part of the clamor for 
change. Within this movement, the at-
tempts to process Germany’s Nazi past 
were systematised, differentiated and 
professionalised: an important new 
method for Germany was the work 
with eye witnesses, at first mainly with 
victims of the Holocaust, then later 
with soldiers and other involved on the 
perpetrators’ side as well. This bio-
graphic approach helped a lot to un-
derstand what had happened in Ger-
many between 1933 and 1945.  

In the late 1970s, as part of the 
‘New Social Movements’, small urban 
initiatives on local history emerged. 
The idea of these history workshops 
(‘Geschichtswerkstatt’) was to “dig 
where you stand”,(Lindquist, 1978) 
which means to find out more about 
the history of the place you live in. 

Related to this approach, another 
method, the so-called ‘Geschichte an 
authentischen Orten’ (‘History at au-
thentic sites’) was used in Germany 
more and more. The idea was to work 
on history where history actually took 
place. This approach could be perfectly 
implemented with youth and young 
adults at the several memorial sites of 
the Holocaust and Nazi dictatorship, 
like concentration camps and other lo-
cations where mass-murder took place. 
All these approaches and methods have 
in common the trait that they contrib-
ute to a history of the people and the 
conviction that the ‘big history of men 
and events’ needs to be supplemented 
by a history from below.

The idea to make use of these best 
practises from Germany in other con-
texts abroad is obvious. But dvv inter-
national did not export these methods 
and approaches but introduced and of-
fered them to their partner institutions 
and people. In all countries where dvv 
started to work on history, there was a 

process of discussion and adaptation 
for the local context. This, we are con-
vinced, made and makes the work of 
the dvv history network so successful. 

As an example of this adaptation we 
want to introduce the History and 
Identity project which has been taking 
place in Uzbekistan for the last eight 
years. This project makes an important 
contribution to the development of civ-
il societies in Central Asia and is not 
imposed on them from above. Rather, 
this series succeeds in capturing the in-
terest of target groups and makes new 
options available to them. This exam-
ple will illuminate how the dvv interna-
tional history projects in Central Asia 
cover a full range of factors relevant to 
development and how the projects are 
especially effective in post-Soviet re-
gions. Additionally, the author will de-
scribe what it means to embed a project 
well within a culture and put it into 
practice together with local partners.

The dvv international history 
projects in Central Asia usually deal 
with at least three major themes:

• Social work and work with the 
elderly;
• Strengthening civil society, encour-
aging active citizenship and democ-
ratisation;
• Coming to terms with history, na-
tion-building and the search for 
identity.  
In all three cases, the projects are 

with adults. 
The Central Asian history project 

began in 2002 when a project office 
opened in Tashkent (Uzbekistan), and 
it continues today, its focus continuous-
ly in development. At first it adapted 
methods of contemporary witnessing 
work from Russia, where these meth-
ods had already been practised using 
approaches adapted from Germany. 
Seen from a distance and at first glance, 
we thought both regions, Russia and 
Central Asia, to be identical or at least 
to have a lot in common and the work 
should be easy. This proved not to be 
the case as soon as we took a closer 
look. All the methods used in Uz-

bekistan, where activities began, had to 
be interpreted, rewritten and repack-
aged. Just renaming the idea of the 
'café for talking' (razgovorny café in 
Russian) to 'teahouse for talking' 
(razgovornaya chaikhona in Russian 
and Uzbek) was one of the lesser adap-
tations. In Uzbekistan people drink tea! 
It became much more important to 
take into consideration mentality and 
ways of thinking, religion and rural or-
igins, ethnic affiliation, and levels of 
education. A first step in 2004 was to 
train native facilitators. An attempt 
was made here to select persons who as 
'cultural hybrids' were versed in both 
the native culture and that from where 
the learning approaches and methods 
had originated. 

In 2005, five German organisations 
held their first one-day conference in 
Tashkent with subsequent workshops 
on History and Identity: German-Uz-
bek Experiences. Each co-organiser, 
among them the Goethe Institute, the 
German Academic Exchange Service, 
and the foundation Friedrich Ebert Stif-
tung, dealt with this theme in its own 
way. dvv international started to organ-
ise razgovornaye chaikhony together 
with the Uzbek Mahalla Foundation (a 
mahalla is a residential district as well 
as a municipal self-administration unit 
– perhaps most comparable to a city 
neighbourhood with a well-functioning 
social infrastructure like Berlin's Kiez). 
The idea here is to bring together older 
persons, contemporary witnesses, in a 
pleasant atmosphere to drink tea and 
eat plov, a Central Asian rice dish, and 
with the guidance of a facilitator 
trained by dvv international, encourage 
them to talk about their personal expe-
riences and own history. Younger peo-
ple are asked to join; they in turn pose 
questions to the elderly narrators that 
they are otherwise unaccustomed to 
hearing, which lends dynamics to the 
situation and activates a dialogue be-
tween generations. Each chaikhona 
deals with a special theme. Themes are 
selected by the participants themselves 
(a very important aspect!). These are 
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often issues from daily life such as 'get-
ting married before the age of 30' or 
'my first teacher', but can also include 
major historical events such as 'our 
mahalla in the era of glasnost and per-
estroika', throwing light on historical 
episodes in another, more personal 
way.

IssuE:	thE	bIg	EarthquaKE	In	
tashKEnt	In	1�66

For the second year of the project, dvv 
international, after discussing the idea 
with the Mahalla Foundation, selected 
a specific theme from the numerous 
ones discussed in the previous chaikho-
nas. This centred on a relatively recent 
event affecting the Republic of Uz-
bekistan: the 1966 earthquake that de-
stroyed almost all of historic Tashkent 
and which was a dramatic experience 
for nearly all of our contemporary wit-
nesses in his or her early years. The re-
building of Tashkent as a Soviet model 
city added to the systematic and area-
wide destruction of the old town and 
permanently changed the life of its in-
habitants; ancient, oriental Tashkent 
was gone forever.

After the first gatherings to talk 
about this event, participants expressed 
the desire to collect the often impres-
sively related memories and publish 
them in a book. In 2006 and 2007, 
supported by our project office in St. 
Petersburg and the Russian organisa-
tion, Obshestvo Snanie Orjel [knowl-
edge society of the city of Orjel in Rus-
sia], dvv international ran two training 
sessions designed to teach narrators to 
write down their stories and make 
them interesting for readers. It was a 
long and difficult process, not least be-
cause of the many control bodies that a 
publication in Central Asia inevitably 
encounters. But by mid-2008, the 
book, titled The 1966 Earthquake in 
Tashkent: Memories Related by Con-
temporary Witnesses 2, went into print. 
It contains the personal histories of 
witnesses, and also attempts to illumi-
nate this historical episode in its entire-
ty by including articles from seismolo-

gists, historians and well-known Uzbek 
figures of the time.

It is easy to see that most of the sto-
ries in the book try to put the tragic 
events into a positive light and reclaim 
something positive from the disaster. 
The story Mother’s Benevolence, by 
Mansura O., born in 1943 in Margilan 
in Ferghana Valley (Uzbekistan), ends 
with the words, “Unity is the greatest 
wisdom.” (Klingenberg, Günther, 
Krumm &Ryssel, 2007). The author 
writes this as a last sentence, a moral, a 
final conclusion that she draws for her-
self from the events surrounding the 
earthquake. Would a German writer 
end his or her recollections of the per-
haps greatest tragedy personally experi-
enced in this way? Would he or she talk 
at all like this about a disaster that cost 
countless lives and rendered a whole 
city homeless? Most likely not. Mansu-
ra is not an isolated case. Askar Obi-
dov from the Suzuk Ota mahalla in 
Tashkent writes:

The forces of nature that overtook 
the inhabitants of our city united the 
people, made us merciful, helpful, com-
passionate and taught us that we had 
to help each other. It proved that peace 

in the land, health and quiet are a great 
gift to people. (Klingenberg & Günther, 
2008).

Striving for harmony, balance, cohe-
sion and unity is a very well-developed 
aspect of Central Asian culture. Added 
to this are other features that can be at-
tributed to a specifically Central Asian, 
in this case Uzbek, mentality. It turned 
out that, in comparison to German and 
Russian participants, the Uzbek partici-
pant was far less used to talking about 
his or her personal history. Coming 
from a collectivist society, most elderly 
participants tried in the first round of 
teahouse meetings to move from their 
own stories to the larger story or to de-
pict themselves as small parts merging 
into a larger context. They also did this 
to be accepted by the group, which 
thought the same way and rejected an 
emphasis on individuality. In this re-
gard, the fear of becoming an outsider 
because of the experiences related defi-
nitely played a role too. The narrator 
in the teahouse automatically turns the 
other participants into listeners, which 
means he steps out of the group and 
takes a leading position, if only for a 
short time. This was and still is, partic-

Tashkent city centre after the earthquake in 1966.
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ularly for older, less educated Uzbeks, 
very hard to do and needs a long peri-
od of familiarisation guided by the spe-
cially trained facilitator. The teahouse 
meeting also requires something new of 
listeners: to learn how to listen. As 
mentioned earlier, negative or painful 
occurrences are not usually discussed in 
public in Uzbekistan, and it is not cus-
tomary for men amongst themselves to 
frankly show feelings. Our participants 
had to be specially prepared to deal 
with this kind of expressiveness.

In the cafés in Russia, the dialogue 
between generations played a particu-
larly important role, and this was 
meant to allow people of different gen-
erations to engage in dialogue to dispel 
reservations on both sides, avoid con-
flicts and learn from each other. But 
transferring this experience to Uz-
bekistan has proven to be very difficult, 
even today, since deeply rooted tradi-
tions and customs appear to get in the 
way. Here a crucial feature is the tradi-
tionally patriarchal family structure, 
headed by the oldest male member of 
the family, which does not allow for an 
equal exchange between the genera-
tions. Only in a few individual cases 

were we able to get younger people to 
ask questions openly and, in turn, get 
older people to listen unreservedly. 
Sometimes younger people were simply 
not allowed into the teahouse, and 
more often younger people didn’t even 
show interest in participating. It was 
also difficult getting women to partici-
pate, as they rarely and only very re-
servedly visited the teahouses; the tra-
ditional perception of their role is also 
very obstructive here. 

Writing down memories, whether 
for one of the numerous publications 
by the project office or simply for the 
contemporary witness and his or her 
family, was also a difficult endeavour. 
Composing a text is not a matter of 
course for our Uzbek witnesses. Many 
of them struggle with writing because 
they have a lower level of education 
than a Russian pensioner, for example. 
After the break-up of the Soviet Union, 

Russian became a foreign language for 
many, meaning they face increasing dif-
ficulties with expressing themselves in 
this language. But many are not profi-
cient in written Uzbek either, which is 
probably due, among other things, to 
the fact that the language’s notation 
has changed four times in 100 years.3 

Added to this is a basic anxiety left 
over from experiences during the Soviet 
era, to express something personal 
which could be an opinion (!), and, in 
the case of the book of memories, set it 
out in writing. In general, people have 
become accustomed to being vague and 
not saying things with definition. Even 
15 years after the declaration of inde-
pendence, this habit is disappearing on-
ly very slowly from life in Uzbekistan. 
Added to that, Uzbek politeness forbids 
people from making injurious remarks 
to anyone; comments that are very per-
sonal are not expected, cannot be com-
pletely controlled, and are therefore 
better avoided. Both of these factors 
contribute to people largely saying and 
writing only what they think is expect-
ed of them and not what might be bur-
dening their souls. 

Another crucial difference here com-
pared to the earlier project in Russia is 
that a line of conflict does not exist in 
Uzbekistan; a major focus of the Rus-
sian history project was an attempt to 
come to terms with the experience of 
World War II and find reconciliation 
with one-time opponents, the Germans. 
To this end, meetings were arranged in 
Russia between German and Russian 
war veterans. This aspect of reconcilia-
tion is hardly relevant for Uzbekistan. 
Of course there are former Red Army 
soldiers here, but this issue plays a mi-
nor role in the daily lives of Uzbeks, 
mostly because the territory of Uz-
bekistan today was spared from direct 
acts of war. Themes in our Uzbek tea-
houses are home-made and smaller. 
With a few exceptions, they are local or 
at most touch on Soviet-wide themes 
such as glasnost and perestroika.” 

Best practices 
can be shared 
but not 

exported.

‘Teahouse for Talking’ in Tashkent.
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uWE	gartEnschLaEgEr
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september,	1�62	in	Wuppertal,	germany.	
he	studied	history,	Eastern	European	
history	and	philosophy	in	berlin	and	
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with	germany’s	Eastern	neighbours.	he	
worked	since	1��5	with	dvv	international	
as	a	team	leader	in	the	russian	Federation,	
uzbekistan	and	tajikistan.	his	current	
position	is		deputy	director	of	dvv	
international,	bonn.

cOntact
uwe	gartenschlaeger
dvv	international
Obere	Wilhelmstr.	32
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tel.:	+4�-228-�756�4�
www.dvv-international.de

MatthIas	KLIngEnbErg
Matthias	Klingenberg	was	born	16th	
september	1�72	in	Lower	saxony,	
germany.	his	educational	background	is	
in	history	and	political	sciences	at	the	
university	of	heidelberg,	specialising	in	
development	theories	and	gdr-soviet	
cultural	relations.	he	has	worked	for	
the	educational	and	development	sector	
for	the	goethe-Institute,	the	german	
academic	Exchange	service	(daad)	and	
the	Institute	for	International	cooperation	
of	the	german	adult	Education	association	
(dvv	international).	his	missions	abroad	
include	Kazakhstan,	uzbekistan	and	
tanzania.	nowadays	Matthias	Klingenberg	
acts	as	leader	of	the	asia	team	at	dvv	
international’s	headquarters	in	bonn,	
germany.	

cOntact
Matthias	Klingenberg
asia	department
dvv	international	bonn	
Obere	Wilhelmstrasse	32
53225	bonn
germany
tel.:	+4�-(0)228-�75-6�-61

In	cOncLusIOn

According to our ‘dvv credo’, projects 
need to be adapted to the local context. 
Blueprint solutions applied in a copy 
and paste manner very often support 
the interests and convictions of the 
Western partner or donor but are very 
likely to fail in situ. Good ideas and 
best practice can be shared, jointly de-
veloped and successfully implemented 
in a hand-in-hand approach with the 
local partner but not exported. In addi-
tion, it needs to be pointed out that the 
basic idea behind ‘export of education’ 
is founded on a very old-fashioned con-
cept of development. It is a concept of 
catch-up development, which means 
that undeveloped societies are in an 
early state of the industrial countries. 
According to this conviction the ‘un-
derdeveloped country’ just has to im-
plement the best practices from the 
West and it will automatically catch-up 
to the developed country. This is a de-
velopment concept from the 1960s4 and 
time has already proven it to be false. 

E N d N O T E S
1 For more information, please 

consult the www.dvv-international.
de and the text of Heribert Hinzen 
in LLinE 4/2010.

2 The book The 1966 Earthquake in 
Tashkent is available free of charge 
from info@dvv-international.uz.

3  At the beginning of the 20th century, 
the Uzbek language was written in 
Arabic script, then the Roman 
alphabet, and later in Cyrillic. After 
independence, usage returned to the 
Roman alphabet, but today Cyrillic 
script is reappearing in daily use.

4 Cf. Walt Whitman Rostow: The 
Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-
Communist Manifesto. 1960. 
Rostow is the main representative of 
the theories of modernisation and he 
promotes a 5-phase-model of a 
catch-up development. 

r E f E r E N C E S
Allais S. (2010). The implementation 

and impact of National 
Qualifications Frameworks: report 
of a study in 16 countries. Geneva:  
ILO.

Klingenberg, Günther, Krumm & 
Ryssel (Eds.). (2007). Geschichte 
und Identität II: Usbekistan und 
Deutschland im 20. Jhdt. [History 

and Identity II: Uzbekistan and 
Germany in the 20th Century]. 
Tashkent. 

Klingenberg& Günther (Eds.). (2008). 
Taschkenter Erdbeben 1966: 
Erinnerungen von Zeitzeugen [The 
1966 Earthquake in Tashkent: 
Memories Related by Contemporary 
Witnesses]. Tashkent.
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Interview with Vel i -Pekka Niitamo, 
director of Future Learning Finland

finland banks on adaptability 
in education export

and help our partners innovate ac-
cordingly. However, we are not a 
permanent organization and certain-
ly not a lobby group. We are a three-
year provisional structure providing 
help just in the first stages of inter-
nationalization. 

LLinE: What type of partners do 
you have on board at this early 
stage?

V-P N: We have been in operation 
since the beginning of 2011, and it 
already looks like we will have to go 
over our limit of 70 partners. Our 
cluster is first in its kind in this field 
in Europe, if not the world. Univer-
sities of applied science have so far 
shown the biggest interest in joining 
the cluster, followed by vocational 
education providers, universities and 
small enterprises specializing in, for 
instance, teaching technology.

LLinE: Looking past soundbites like 
‘best country in the world’, what 
fundamentally is the competitive ad-
vantage of Finnish education in the 
export market?

V-P N: If we first think of the state-
supported basic education, the ‘PISA 
world’, we have an exceptional sys-
tem. Finland has a long tradition of 
high average results and low drop-
out rates. This tells of inclusiveness 
and flexibility in our system. 
One of the main reasons behind it 
all is that our teacher training is of 
top quality. For instance our net-

work of 16 training schools, where 
teacher trainees, as part of their edu-
cation, instruct real pupils, is quite 
exceptional. We have to note, how-
ever, that the competitive advantage 
diminishes as we move upwards on 
the educational scale. Finnish uni-
versities, for example, are not world-
class contesters yet.
Secondly and more broadly, Finland 
has a history of partnerships be-
tween big industry and vocational 
training buttressing that industry’s 
exporting needs. So we could poten-
tially use this experience in support-
ing infrastructure building abroad 
through education. 
Yet another advantage is an innova-
tive business landscape in teaching 
technology and ICT applications in 
education, for instance training sim-
ulators, e-Learning and m-Learning 
applications and content sharing in-
struments. 

LLinE: How can these advantages 
be commercialized and developed 
into export products?

V-P N: In many instances our export 
activity will actually be import activ-
ity. That is, we will offer training in 
Finland to customers from abroad. 
This will include among others re-
searcher and student exchange pro-
grammes. This is of course nothing 
new. Big education exporting coun-
tries such as Australia and New 
Zealand have national strategies 
that are almost solely based on en-

Finnish businesses and education 
providers hoping to enter the global 
market in educational services are 
grouping under a unified brand: 
Finnish top-quality education.
The brand building of Finland as a 
leader in education has had power-
ful momentum for years, fueled 
largely by the country’s success in 
PISA evaluations.  A recent ranking 
by Newsweek magazine as the 
‘world’s best country’ in terms of ed-
ucation, health and the economy 
provided extra boost. Finland’s cre-
dentials as an adult education pow-
erhouse are well-known, too. As a 
result, there is a sense of urgency in 
the country to capitalise on global 
interest towards Finnish education.  
Last spring an education export pro-
motion cluster was initiated, under 
the project name of Future Learning 
Finland. Two thirds of funding for 
the cluster’s activities come from the 
state while the rest is paid for by the 
partners of the cluster.

LLinE: Director Veli-Pekka Niitamo, 
what kind of services, apart from 
brand building, does Future Learn-
ing Finland provide to its partners, 
the future exporters?

Veli-Pekka Niitamo: We are here to 
build and manage the export cluster 
and then help our partners to com-
mercialize their products and servic-
es and develop their know-how into 
products. Our mission is also to 
sniff out future trends in learning 
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ticing international students into 
their countries. This is however a 
very modest part of what Finland is 
aiming for.
We will also want to offer multilin-
gual education programmes for 
teachers, complete with opportuni-
ties to teach in training schools. This 
would most likely be continuing vo-
cational training, not whole degree 
programmes.  Finnish teacher train-
ing is already piloted in two schools 
in Abu Dhabi at the moment. The 
Gulf area, along with China and 
Russia are our main focus areas.

LLinE: Let us rephrase the last ques-
tion with a different emphasis. We 
discussed that Finnish educational 
excellence stems also from an unhi-
erarchical and inclusive philosophy 
of learning. Is it possible to commer-
cialize and ‘export’ these kinds of 
cultural factors and attitudes in the 
first place?

V-P N: It is a challenge but I believe 
these beneficial traits grow out of 
the system and we indeed can design 
systems that are bottom-up and al-
low for example curriculum flexibil-
ity. But here I have to be very clear: 
we are not ‘transferring a Finnish 
school abroad’. We are not compet-
ing with, say, the ‘English school’ or 
the ‘French school’. Visiting the Gulf 
region we have realized that this 
way of operating prompts harmful 
associations with colonialism among 
the local people. Rather we are ex-
porting a structure, which is built 
with the customer and adapted to 
the customer’s culture. It is a learn-
ing process for us, too.

LLinE: So the motto is: localization 
instead of standardization?

V-P N: Exactly. This is not a patent 
business with rigid standardized so-
lutions. Rather we should collabo-
rate and look for win-win situations 
where we as service providers can 
also learn.

LLinE: What about quality control? 
Where does the service provider’s re-
sponsibility end regarding learning 
results?

V-P N: We uphold strict quality cri-
teria for partners hoping to enter the 
cluster. We intend to endorse good 
practices and quality also by pro-
ducing learning materials for our 
partners. We are publishing a manu-
al on education export in the spring. 

LLinE: What about Finnish adult 
education –both formal and infor-
mal? Does it have export potential?

V-P N: In my opinion liberal adult 
education has to be included in the 
export portfolio.  However, we have 
not discussed with providers in this 
field on how we could cooperate. I 
would welcome this kind of a dia-
logue.
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Eva Farkas

In harmony with the principles of the European 

Union the economic and social significance of 

adult education and training is more and more 

recognized by policy makers also in Hungary. 

Over the past decade the Hungarian 

governments have made significant efforts to 

ensure the legal, institutional, personnel and 

instrumental conditions for lifelong learning. 

With the EU accession of the country 

unprecedented financial resources were opened 

for Hungary. In spite of that there are many 

disorders of the functions of the adult education 

system, and although this right and opportunity 

is available for everyone, nevertheless the 

number of adults participating in adult training 

programmes is lower than a desirable level.

Lifelong learning 
in hungary

 – ironing out social and 
regional differences
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IntrOductIOn	

Nowadays it is not necessary to argue 
in support of the significance of lifelong 
learning anymore. It can be accepted as 
a basic principle that lifelong learning 
may be a solution to the most impor-
tant socio-economic problems such as 
the enhancement of competitiveness 
and employment and the improvement 
of equal opportunities and the quality 
of life. This principle is also supported 
by human capital theories, which claim 
that the economic development of a 
country basically depends on the devel-
opment level of the labour force and its 
development opportunities (see 
Jánossy, 1975; Schultz, 1983). From 
the perspective of economic growth a 
determining factor is the human re-
source potential of the population, that 
is the educational and cultural level, 
work-related experience, motivation, 
work performance capacity, creativity, 
adaptation, development and mobilisa-
tion; that is, capabilities of the employ-

Year uncom-
pleted 
primary 
education
(8 grades)

completed 
primary 
education 
(8 grades)

Vocational 
school,    
apprentice 
school

Secondary 
vocational 
degree

grammar 
school 
degree

college 
degree

uni-
versity 
degree

total

1��8 2�,4 772,6 1	12�,5 423,� 737,� 355,7 246,6 3	6�5,6

1��� 33,1 676,6 1	215,1 30�,2 �47,1 383,3 244,� 3	80�,3

2000 27,0 644,� 1	246,0 332,6 �40,1 38�,� 275,7 3	856,2

2001 26,3 63�,� 1	277,3 32�,5 �27,� 3�7,6 26�,8 3	868,3

2002 20,3 612,� 1	2�0,4 32�,0 �35,7 416,7 265,6 3	870,6

2003 18,1 574,6 1	262,� 345,4 �78,4 443,5 2��,0 3	�21,�

2004 14,� 544,8 1	220,8 334,8 �74,4 478,0 332,7 3	�00,4

2005 13,2 537,1 1	223,� 342,6 �56,7 4�2,5 335,5 3	�01,5

2006 13,2 506,0 1	243,2 348,4 �76,7 511,8 330,8 3	�30,1

2007 10,8 484,3 1	250,1 355,5 �76,2 51�,6 32�,7 3	�26,2

2008 10,3 473,4 1	1�0,8 344,8 �63,4 541,3 355,4 3	87�,4

200� �,� 431,1 1	135,3 348,� �48,2 54�,6 358,� 3	781,�

able population. Nowadays it is a gen-
erally accepted view that training is an 
investment with the highest return. In 
market economies a higher level of 
training means significantly higher in-
come potentials; learning is a profitable 
investment. 

rELatIOnshIp	bEtWEEn	
EducatIOn	and	EMpLOyMEnt	

In today’s economic environment it is a 
fundamental challenge for employable 
members of Hungarian society whether 
they can meet the ever-changing re-
quirements of a market economy with 
their working force, professional 
knowledge, culture and learning capa-
bilities. It is not only the permanent 
presence of unemployment and the dif-
ficulty of finding employment that 
present concerns for individuals, but al-
so the retention of their jobs. It is in-
creasingly obvious that in social ascent 
knowledge and professional skills are 
determining factors. However, this ba-
sic correlation has not become quite 

obvious for the population. The adult 
population does not regard education 
and training as a long-term investment 
in their own human capital, but as eve-
ryday consumption. For most people 
participation in adult training is a coer-
cion, a means to avoid unemployment. 
In spite of this there is no question 
about education and training having a 
role in creating opportunities, and sta-
tistical data clearly justifies the fact that 
education is one of the most important 
factors for employment (see National 
Statistical Office - KSH – 2010a., KSH, 
2010b.). 

table 1: number of people in employment according to highest qualifications 
(expressed in thousands)

Source: Central Statistical Office, 2010a.

” 
For most 
Hungarians, 
participation 

in adult training is a 
coercion.
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prived regions in Hungary (the North-
ern Hungarian Plain, Northern Hunga-
ry, the Southern Hungarian Plain and 
Southern Trans-Danubia) are among 
the poorest regions in the EU 27. 

sOcIaL	and	rEgIOnaL	
dIFFErEncEs

The publication of the European Com-
mission Entitled ‘EUROPE 2020 Strat-
egy for Intelligent, Sustainable and In-
clusive Growth’ (European Commis-
sion, 2010) regards the increase of par-
ticipation ratio in education and the 
improvement of the quality of educa-
tion as key areas in strengthening 
knowledge- and innovation-based 
economies as well as social and region-
al cohesion. However the Hungarian 
educational system has to tackle many 
unsolved problems: the variances in the 
quality level of primary education are 
extremely high;  vocational training 
schools have become the most likely 
choice of post-primary education for 
children of poor and uneducated par-
ents; quality selection among higher ed-
ucational institutions must be immi-
nent. 

The situation in adult education is 
no less enviable. A very low percentage 
of the population in Hungary partici-
pates in adult training programmes. 
There is hardly any participation in 

Year uncom-
pleted 
primary 
education 
(8 grades)

completed 
primary 
education 
(8 grades)

Vocational 
school, 
apprentice 
school

Secondary 
vocational 
degree

grammar 
school 
degree

college 
degree

university 
degree

total

1��8 13,� 108,0 107,7 31,0 41,1 8,4 3,� 314,0

1��� �,7 �1,3 107,4 20,8 47,0 6,4 2,7 285,3

2000 6,6 7�,2 102,3 20,3 44,8 7,1 3,4 263,7

2001 6,6 76,3 87,2 15,1 3�,3 7,0 2,6 234,1

2002 7,2 76,� 86,0 15,5 40,0 8,4 4,8 238,8

2003 7,6 74,2 �1,� 17,4 40,3 �,6 3,5 244,5

2004 6,0 72,7 �0,1 21,3 43,8 12,� 6,1 252,�

2005 7,2 84,7 107,8 26,1 55,1 15,3 7,7 303,�

2006 �,5 �3,3 107,8 25,7 56,6 17,1 6,8 316,8

2007 �,3 �4,0 103,1 22,4 57,8 18,6 6,7 311,�

2008 8,6 102,6 106,2 28,0 58,2 18,8 6,8 32�,2

200� 7,2 125,� 142,3 33,1 74,7 28,2 �,3 420,7

such programmes in less educated 
groups, therefore adult education rath-
er strengthens than reduces the inequal-
ities established in the regular educa-
tional system. Efficiency-related prob-
lems in the educational system are 
manifested in the low competence level 
of students, and also in their unsatis-
factory adaptation capabilities to the 
labour market as well as their low rate 
of employment. 

The governments in the European 
countries did not take seriously enough 
the implementation of the objectives 
laid out in the Lisbon Treaty. Accord-
ingly, the Hungarian government did 
not take overall measures to address 
the whole structure of the general 
learning process despite the fact that 
life-long learning could play a serious 
role in the reduction of social and re-
gional differences. 

Our data indicate that social inequal-
ities are growing, and there are signifi-
cant differences in the level of economic 
development and in the market process-
es regionally. According to recently 
published EUROSTAT data the de-

region gdp 
ratio

northern	hungary 40,1

northern	hungarian	plain 3�,4

southern	hungarian	plain 41,8

southern	trans-danubia 42,7

central	trans-danubia 58,2

Western	trans-danubia 61,5

central	hungary 102,�

table 2: number of unemployed people according to highest qualifications 
(expressed in thousands).

Source: Central Statistical Office, 2010b.

table 3: gdp-related 
figures in Hungarian regions 
expressed in average 
community percentage 
in 2007.

Source: Eurostat, 2010.
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It is more and more obvious that ed-
ucation and training are crucial factors 
in social ascent, however not every in-
dividual has equal access to education 
and training. Marked social strata or 
classes are established in society, and 
while one class is capable of pursuing 
continuous learning and keep up with 
everyday development, other classes 
are capable of learning with assistance 
only, or are incapable of learning even 
with assistance. This non-desirable so-
cial stratification can be avoided also 
by the quantitative and rather the qual-
itative improvement of education and 
training since low education is one of 
the main causes of poverty. Stress is 
mainly put on quality, because our sta-
tistical data also prove explicitly that 
the educational level of society perma-
nently grows, which however is not en-
tailed by a corresponding rate of eco-
nomic growth. Learning alone does not 
result in the reduction of unemploy-
ment. This on the other hand also rais-
es the issue that not every type of 
knowledge has economic and social rel-
evance. 

It is important to strengthen the role 
of the educational and training system 
in order to eliminate social and region-
al inequalities: however most measures 
taken during the past half decade has 
not served this purpose. Even if noth-
ing irreparable has happened, there has 
not been serious progress, either. 

hungary	In	thE	EurOpEan	
unIOn

Hungary accessed the European Union 
in a rather fortunate period though. By 
2004 the value of education and train-
ing had been spectacularly recognised 
in Community policies, and it was 
clearly and openly declared in every 
single EU policy that no employment-, 
education- or social policy-related goal 
can be achieved without providing or-
ganised and ongoing education and 
training for people. Lifelong learning 
became the framework for holding spe-
cific party-related policies together. 
Hungary’s accession to the European 
Union generated a development the re-
sult of which was that education and 
training were given priority also in 
Hungary, and with the EU accession of 
the country unprecedented financial re-
sources were opened for Hungary. 

In this context there are two main is-
sues: how the educational policy efforts 
of the EU are integrating/have been in-
tegrated into the Hungarian education-
al system and, on the other hand, how 
Hungary is/has been capable of using 
the community – mainly financial – re-
sources for the development of the con-
tent and structure of its educational 
system. The effect of the effort for har-
monising educational policies can be 
seen in every educational subsystem. 
Structural transformation started in 
2004 within the framework of the Na-

tional Development Plan Human Re-
sources Development Operative Pro-
gramme and continued and is in 
progress within the framework and pri-
orities of the New Hungary Develop-
ment Plan Social Renewal Operative 
Programme. 

In the area of public education the 
most significant medium for this was 
the incorporation of the recommenda-
tion on European key competences into 
the National Basic Curriculum, the 
structural, substantial and methodolog-
ical reform of vocational training that 
started in 2005, during the course of 
which the professional qualification 
system was renewed and new profes-
sional and examination requirements 
were elaborated, the declared objective 
of which was the development of voca-
tion-specific competences as grouped 
according to a system generally accept-
ed in Europe. In the area of higher edu-
cation we can mention measures taken 
by the government to introduce a two-
cycle higher educational system re-
ferred to as the Bologna Process. 

In 2005 Hungary adopted at govern-
ment level the strategy of lifelong learn-
ing, and with this fulfilled a major 
Community objective. It is also admit-
ted however in a government report is-
sued in 2009 that the governmental in-
stances responsible for the implementa-
tion of the strategy for lifelong learning 
hardly co-operate with each other be-
cause an agent that could permanently 
monitor the implementation process of 
the strategy is missing. A government 
decree was also elaborated for the im-
plementation of the goals laid out in 
the strategy (2212/2005 Government 
Decree), however the responsibilities 
and deadlines set forth in the decree 
seem to be forgotten. 

sItuatIOn	OF	aduLt	EducatIOn	
Results achieved during the past five 
years include the incorporation of key 
competences into the National Basic 
Curriculum, the reform of vocational 
training and the establishment of most-
ly state-run Regional Integrated Voca-
tional Training Centres. Regulated co-
operation of 6–8 vocational institutions 
in order to increase efficiency of school-
based vocational training, and training 

Figure 1: gdp-related figures in Hungarian regions expressed 
in average community percentage in 2007

 Source: Eurostat, 2010
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and integration programmes based on 
EU resources have been introduced, 
with the aim of developing the compe-
tences of and improve the chances for 
employment for multiply deprived 
groups on the outmost peripheries of 
the labour market. Analytical studies, 
which do not conceal or underestimate 
these results indicate that more and 
more individuals participate in school-
based training courses organized byorganized by 
secondary and higher educational insti-
tutions that result in secondary degreesthat result in secondary degrees 
and diplomas. Still, the number of par-
ticipants in adult education outside the 
school system with aim of general, pro-
fessional basic and further training ac-
cording to the demands of the individu-
al and the situation on the labour mar-
ket, has hardly grown in spite of the 
demographic and employment condi-
tions that could justify such growth. 

The goal set by the European Union 
for participation in adult education in 
2010 was 12.5%. Hungary did not 
even get close to this goal, and the 
country’s gap in this respect grew fur-
ther compared to the European aver-
age. While in 2003 with a participation 
‘achievement’ of 4.5% Hungary 
reached half of the European average, 
today, with a participation rate of 
3.1% the country is in the lower third 
of European average. 

Basically, there are two major types 
of education organized for people 
above school age: regular (school-
based) adult education and training 
and education and training outside the 
school system. School-system adult ed-
ucation and training offers part-time 
learning opportunities for adults who 
could not obtain a formal school grad-

uation certificate of a certain level dur-
ing their compulsory schooling.   Adult 
education within the school system is 
provided by public education institu-
tions that mean primary and secondary 
schools established for adults. Adult 
education and training outside the 
school system can be general, language- 
or profession-oriented offered by state-
supported regional training centers, 
private adult educational and training 
companies, non-profit organizations 
and workplaces providing in-company 
(internal) training for their employees.

In spite of the fact that it is compul-n spite of the fact that it is compul-
sory to provide data on adult education 
and training outside the school system, 
there are no reliable data available for 
the whole sector of adult education.  

According to corrected calculations 
and estimates, approximately 900 
thousand adults participate in a form 
of organised adult education; around 
50% of them participate in training at 
their workplace. 80 thousand adults 
take part in various forms of supported 
training, some 100 thousand persons 
are trained in market-based courses, 
and around 200 thousand people re-
ceive language education or participate 
in courses organised by various author-
ities (Tót, 2010). Private adult educa-
tional institutions also report reduction 
in the number of persons participating 
in individually financed training cours-
es. According to a questionnaire survey 
conducted at accredited adult educa-
tional institutions in the southern part 
of the Hungarian Plain parallel with 
the development of this study, this 
number decreased at every private 
adult educational institution outside 
the school system. These  institutions 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Eu	27 7.1 7.1 7.2 8.5 �.3 �.8 �.7 �.5 �.5

Eu	25 7.5 7.5 7.6 �.0 �.8 10.3 10.2 10.0 10.0

Eu	15 8.0 8.0 8.1 �.8 10.7 11.3 11.2 10.� 10.�

hungary 2.� 2.7 2.� 4.5 4.0 3.� 3.8 3.6 3.1

table 4: participation ratio of adults aged 15–64 years 
in organised adult education and training courses

reported a decrease in the headcount of 
10–60% compared to data from 2008. 

As regards training courses outside 
of the school-based training system the 
most reliable data available are the 
ones from the area of state-financed 
training courses. However, there is al-
most no data available about individu-
ally financed and corporate training, 
especially if such courses in the corpo-
rate sector are not financed through the 
vocational training contribution, the 
payment of which is mandatory for 
companies. There is correct data avail-
able, however, on the participants in 
the school-based  adult educational sys-
tem. Approximately two thousand per-
sons participate in courses for complet-
ing primary studies every year (do not 
forget that 186 900 adult persons haveadult persons have 
not completed primary education),), 
while the number of adults participat-
ing in secondary education is around 
70 thousand every year. 

We can only analyse data that have 
been provided by adult educational in-
stitutions outside the regular educa-
tional system when we try to assess the 
number of training participants in this 
area. It is quite obvious that these data 
are not complete. They are nevertheless 
appropriate for the assessment of a ma-

Source: Eurostat, 2009.

” 
In spite of 
Government 
policies, a 

legal framework and 
funding, lifelong 
learning does 
not reduce social 
differences.
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academic year primary education 
(number)

Secondary education 
(number)

2000/2001 2.�40 �1.700

2001/2002 2.7�3 �5.231

2002/2003 2.785 �3.172

2003/2004 3.1�0 �3.322

2004/2005 2.766 �0.321

2005/2006 2.543 8�.�50

2006/2007 2.31� �1.035

2007/2008 2.245 83.008

2008/200� 2.083 74.008

200�/2010 2.035 70.124

Qualification 2008 2009

Headcount percentage 
ratio

Headcount percentage 
ratio

uncompleted	primary	education	(8	grades) 1.��3 0.7 7327 1,5

completed	primary	education	(8	grades) 33.88� 13.4 58141 11,8

completed	10	grades 4.60� 1.8 7820 1,6

completed	secondary	education	(12	grades) 2.330 0.� 8712 1,7

Vocational	school 3.107 1.3 6476 1,2

apprentice	school 34.754 13.7 5306� 10,7

secondary	vocational	degree 43.458 17.1 �8015 20,0

grammar	school	degree 42.381 16.7 77853 16,0

secondary	technical	degree 10.746 4.2 16573 3,4

higher	educational	certificate,	degree 76.24� 30.0 158046 32,1

total 252.516 100	% 4�2032 100	%

jor feature of the adult educational sys-
tem, namely that the services provided 
by this system are mainly used by peo-
ple with relatively higher qualifications 
and young adults. So the principle that 
adult education should improve the sit-
uation of groups with qualification/
competence deficit is not fulfilled. 

Table 6 shows the number and ratio 
of adult learners in 2009 compared to 
2008. The  number of adult learners in-
creased from 252.516 in 2008 to 
492.032 in 2009. The increase is due to 
EU financial resources. As a result, inAs a result, in 
the field of adult education numerous 
supported training and integration pro-
grammes were started based on mea-mea-
sures of the New Hungary Develop-
ment Plan Social Renewal Operative 
Programme financed by Structural 
Funds assistance. Aims of these pro-
grammes are to develop the competenc-
es of and improve the chances for em-
ployment for multiply deprived groups Source: Central Statistical Office, 2010c.

table 5: number of participants 
in school-based adult education system

table 6: distribution of participants in adult education and  training 
outside the school-system according to qualification in 2008 and 2009

Source: OSAP (Statistics on adult education), 2009, 2010
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on the outmost peripheries of the la- outmost peripheries of the la-
bour market.

dIsOrdErs	OF	thE	FunctIOns	OF	
thE	aduLt	EducatIOn	systEM

In spite of an appropriately structured 
network, the significant funds that are 
available, the government and policy 
strategies and the legal framework 
there is no perceivable shift towards 
adult education, lifelong learning does 
not fulfil its intended function in the 
present system, and does not contribute 
efficiently to the reduction of regional 
and social differences. What are the 
reasons for all this? The answer may be 
found in the disorders of the functions 
of the system. At this point I do not 
wish to quote an attitude shift, which is 
so often referred to, namely the expec-
tation of focussing on the student re-
quires a radical change in attitude in  
adult education, a total shift from the 
‘supplier-centred’ view to ‘student-cen-
tred’ view.  I think that there are much 
more specific problems which are listed 
below: 

• The training market is still a sell-
er’s market. Individuals are rather 
exposed to the supply structure and 
quality. In this respect there is no re-
al market competition in the educa-
tional and training market. The re-
sults achieved by training institu-
tions and corporations are not meas-
ured by compliance with labour 
market, social or individual expecta-
tions, but by survival and profit. It is 
not a fundamental part of institu-
tional interests to adapt to the la-
bour market, and the legal and fi-
nancial environment does not gener-
ate adequate incentives for moderni-
sation and fostering social and 
economic cohesion (see Szép, 2003).
• In adult education the logic does 
not prevail that training must be ad-
justed to the level of knowledge that 
adults acquired previously. From the 
perspective of individuals, the review 
and validation of previously ac-
quired knowledge in the course of 
the learning process in adulthood 
helps individuals to have access to 
training and to generate learning 
paths, enhances self-confidence, and 

creates a second chance. From an 
economic perspective, this review 
and validation may expedite the en-
hancement of employment, and may 
contribute to a more efficient use of 
funds. For the time being the train-
ing institutions do not regard the re-
view and validation of previously 
acquired knowledge as a condition 
for remaining in the market in the 
long run. Several factors hamper 
measuring the existing knowledge 
and competences of individuals and 
validating these assets in the course 
of the learning process in adulthood, 
such as unclear concepts, fixed and 
obsolete way of thinking, the lack of 
information for training partici-
pants, the fact that the training insti-
tutions have opposite interests, the 
lack of measuring instruments, the 
lack of methodological knowledge 
for performing measurements and 
total uncertainty in the area of meas-
uring competences. Within the 
framework of New Hungary Devel-
opment Plan Social Renewal Opera-
tive Programme efforts are made for 
the validation of previously acquired 
knowledge in public and higher edu-
cation. Yet, no validation that could 
be applied in the world of labour or 
in adult education is available. 
• Gaps in the functions of adult edu-
cational services: an absolute lack of 
information, tailor-made consulta-
tion, personal helpers, mentors and 
psycho-social support. 
• The management attitude of the 
government is still stuck in a secto-
rial approach (every element of the 
regulations reinforces this). Each 
part of the education system (public 
education, vocational training, high-
er education, adult education) has 
its own legislation and institutional 
system and development strategy 
that result in parallel services and 
parallel developments. 
• The lack of learning competences. 
The lack of learning ability together 
with the ability for adaptation – 
these are the most significant compe-
tency-related gaps in Hungary today. 
• The tax relief system in operation 
between 2003 and 2007 with the 
aim to foster adult education  did 

not meet the expectations of the leg-
islators. Participants in accredited 
adult education had been entitled to 
offset 30 percent of the training 
costs from their personal income, 
which was an indirect state budget 
contribution to training.  It was a 
mistake that the construction and 
the order to regulate it were not re-
vised but cancelled. This was one of 
the elements, if not the single ele-
ment in the financing system of adult 
education that in the long run may 
have had an impact on the attitude 
towards the distribution of training 
costs in that individual adults should 
also contribute to the costs of the 
enhancement of their knowledge, 
and that would have increased the 
autonomy of training participants 
and real demand for training. 
• The adult educational system is 
still developed according to the in-
terests of the government and the 
training institutions as well as the 
competition for resources. It is high 
time to shift the focus from the in-
terests of the institutions to the in-
terests and requirements of adult 
students. 
• In Europe the ratio of youths, aged 
between 15 and 24 years, who do 
not study or are not in employment 
is the highest in Hungary. In 15–20 
years they will still be in their active 
age however they will not be able to 
find employment due to their low 
qualifications. 
A long list of problems and propos-

als could be still provided. In summary 
it can be stated that in order to elimi-
nate social and geographical inequali-
ties it is important to strengthen the 
role of the educational and training 
system. The centralisation of public ed-
ucation and vocational training as well 
as the concentration of adult educa-
tional institutions in county capitals 
seem to indicate a different direction. 
The competences, learning abilities and 
adaptation capabilities to the labour 
market may be enhanced if the resourc-
es are more purposefully concentrated, 
if learning centres are created locally, if 
cultural and public educational institu-
tions are involved in this process, and if 
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informal and formal learning opportu-
nities are developed and supported in 
order for lifelong learning to become a 
series of operational activities rather 
than a neo-liberal theory. 

cOncLusIOn

The acceptance of the ideal, strategy 
and practice of lifelong learning can 
only be the outcome of a long learning 
process. It is an important step to ac-
cept these features in the realm of 
thoughts and agree on them (this is the 
point where we are in Hungarian soci-
ety today), and it makes a difference if 
extraordinarily complex changes hap-
pen in the consciousness of individuals 
regarding these features. Apart from es-
tablishing goals for the future and 
launching structural transformation or, 
parallel with these, it is necessary to re-
orchestrate past reflexes, traditions, 
well-known structures, ways of think-
ing and attitudes. This is what has not 
started yet at governmental level or at 
the level of individuals in Hungarian 
society. In this learning process higher 
education will play an outstanding role 
as it is also reinforced by a charter is-
sued by the European University Asso-
ciation in 2008. Higher education still 
has not recognised the opportunities 
that adult education may provide, and 
its own responsibility, which is neces-
sary for the development of this system. 
The higher educational institutions 
may participate in adult education also 
with their own programmes; however 
it would be much more significant if 
they undertook a role with their con-
centrated knowledge and research bas-
es in the development of the adult edu-
cation system. 
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rare exports

The Finnish education system is often 
considered the best in the world. Not 
only the comprehensive school with Pi-
sa success, but also adult education 
with high participation rates, good or-
ganizational infrastructure and skilled 
adult educators. Finns are by nature 
humble and suspicious, and we have 
spent many years to speculate, whether 
this success is real, or some kind of sta-
tistical error. Especially praise by for-
eigners is treated with caution. We have 
finally started to accept this success, 
and contemplate whether such a re-
markable product (best education ever) 
could be sold to foreigners, just like we 
did with Nokia. 

Two years ago, after a long wonder-
ing process, the Finnish Ministry of Ed-
ucation and Culture finally started a 
programme for exporting educational 
expertise. Funds are now allocated for 
development of export strategies. Slow 
progress in changing educational ex-
pertise into money is probably based 
on the Finnish mentality. A joke about 
a Finn, American and Frenchman meet-
ing an elephant describes this charac-
teristic: while the American is already 
selling the elephant for profit, and the 
Frenchman is analyzing its love live, 
the Finn is still wondering what the el-
ephant thinks about Finns.

Exporting educational services or 
expertise is a tricky business. Education 
is usually a service which is based heav-
ily on the ‘subsidiarity’ principle – 
served and enjoyed locally. Export 
methods are few. Distance education 
organizations providing courses in one 
of the global languages like the Open 
University in the UK and the Universi-
dad Oberta de Catalunya are good ex-
amples of how flexible delivery meth-
ods enable students all over the world 
to buy courses. A Lingua Franca is an 
asset in this business. No surprise that 
the Finnish Open University has not 
proved a big business abroad – outside 
Finland there are only some odd Finn-
ish speakers.

Another means of selling education-
al services for foreigners is to send 
teachers and trainers abroad. In some 
cases training organizations can estab-
lish a school in a foreign country. For 
example in Fuengirola the Finnish sun-
seeking immigrants enjoy the services 
of a Finnish School and of ‘Sofia’ adult 
education centre. Besides this there are 
only a few examples of how Finnish 
adult education is exported. It seems to 
be quite difficult to make a profit out 
of it. The main reason for this is prob-
ably the fact that the success factors are 
rather culture-related and based on his-
torical development, and therefore not 
easily exported. 

One export strategy is based on the 
opportunity of foreign students to 
study in Finland. Unfortunately they do 
it for free. Free education for all is tra-
ditionally considered as a civil right in 
Finland, and offering this opportunity 
for foreign students as well is consid-
ered as support for developing coun-
tries. Not to mention the European 
university area and Erasmus exchange 
students. Interestingly, the cold winter 
and funny language has guaranteed 
that the number of foreign students has 
been relatively low, only 3,6%, while in 
the UK the percentage is 13,9%. Or 
perhaps the cheap price (free educa-
tion) is not considered as an attractive 
export item, even though the product 
itself should be the best in world? Now 
we try to make it more attractive by 
selling it for money like the British do, 
and students coming outside the EU are 
requested to pay a fee up to several 
thousand euro per year from now on. 
This should do the trick!

A practical example of how Finnish 
educational expertise has been tradi-
tionally exported is the successful Finn-
ish Santa Claus –movie Rare exports 
(2010). In the movie brave Finns hunt 
down wild and eerie elves, Santa’s little 
helpers, re-educate them to become 
children friendly, dress them as Santa 
Clauses, and export them in wooden 

boxes to all over the world. 
Former president and Nobel Prize 

winner Martti Ahtisaari is a good real 
life example of Finnish educational ex-
pertise exported successfully. Being a 
teacher by basic education, Martti 
Ahtisaari has played a key role in 
bringing Namibia and the Balkan re-
gion into a stabilized and democratic 
state. Similar Finnish ‘elves’ have been 
working all over the world in regional 
development programs and as educa-
tional experts. This method of export-
ing Finnish educational expertise has 
been one of the main methods for 
many years, and usually financed by 
Finnish developmental funds.

Putting price on education is an ex-
ample of a wider neoliberal trend in 
Finland. Another example of the same 
development is the idea that Finland 
should start to export its educational 
expertise for money. Respectively the 
target groups have changed from devel-
oping countries to rich countries. One 
pilot project has already sold 29 prima-
ry school teachers to Saudi Arabia, and 
trade delegations map the oily deserts 
for more business opportunities with 
the Finnish Ministry of Education. This 
is a strategic change from ‘sending edu-
cated elves to save the poor parts of the 
world’ to ‘getting money from Arabs 
by selling educational expertise’. 
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